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1.0 INTRODUCTION :ND SUMMARY

This report describes a study of a Radar Sounder on an orbiting
Satellite as a remote sensing tool with meteorologic and oceanographic
applications.

The "Radar Sounder" focused on the design of an active radar on a
spazeccraft to st-,dy atmospheric parameters and especially clouds and
precipitation. The study had as its primary obje.tive the determination of
cloud base altitudes for non-precipitating clouds. Related objectives
included determining cloud top height, horizontal and vertical extent of
rain, melting layer altitude, rain intensity, particle size distribution
parameters, and cloud phase.

The most difficult objective of the Radar Sounder design .as to
obtain sufficient backscatter from the bottom of the cloud after the
electromagnetic signals have been attenuated by passing through the upper
portions of the cloud. In addition, these weak signals must be separated
from the much stronger surface echoes. The difficulty is illustrated on
Table 1.1 where the cloud parameters (in radar terms) are related to the
potential radar carrier frequencies. The goal is to determine cloud bottoms
with a stratus cloud model. Note that the reflectivity (77) for Stratus is
38dB lower than for light rain at Ku (13.6 GHz) and 26dB lower at W (q4
GHz).

Since earlier studies by TSC and others had light rain as a goal,
the radar sounder must be over 3 orders of magnitude more sensitive. To
achieve this requires a combination of more transmitted energy, better
sensitivity, and larger aperture size.

After selecting 3 potential candidates (a scanning dish, a long
array, and a synthetic aperture radar) an exhaustive systems analysis was
performed over all radar parameters at the four carrier frequencies
indicated. Initial bounds were placed on available transmit power, and
receiver sensitivity based on the expected early 1990's state of the art.
Antenna diameter was initially limited to 300 wavelengths.

While it will be shown that the diffecrences between the candidate
systems was small, the scanning dish or "scanning altimeter" was judged
superior and easier to implement. A representative summary of results is
shown on Table 1.2 in terms of signal excess or the number of dB above
minimum detectable signal. These values are for a selected horizontal
resolution. The most interesting result is the clear superiority of Ka band
(35.6 GHz) in detecting clouds. The difference is about 6 dB relative to Ku
or W band. The somewhat surprising result of the superiority of Ka relative
to W results from the higher attenuation and -1 losses at W band, the
somewhat better available power and receiver sensitivity at Ka band, the
larger aperture diameter, and the increased sidelobe clutter problem at W
band.

During the study it was realized that larger apertures were
possible and that Harris Corp. of Melbourne, FL, was prepared to design and

build very lightweight 500-700 wavelength apertures that would lead to

better performance.
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TABLE 1.1 ATTENUATION AND SCATTERING PROPERTIES

Freq: 13.6 GHz 35 GHz 94 GHz 140 GHz
Y* 1 Y T y i Y I

(dB/km) (dBm-1) (dB/km) (dBm- 1 ) (dB/km) (dBm-1) (dB/km) (dBm-1)

1 mm/h 0.05 -63 0.5 -48 1.9 -43 2.5 -39

Melting 1.8 -47 12.5 -34 22.5 -37 28.5 -39

16 mm/h 1.2 -45 8.7 -32 14.0 -35 17.8 -37

Stratus 0.1 -101 0.9 -85 2.9 -69 4.3 -62

Cirrus 0 -82 0 -65 0 -48 0 -41

Two way propagation

TABLE 1.2 NOMINAL SIGNAL EXCESS IN dB RELATIVE TO Ka BAND (CALCULATIONS
PERTAINING TO RAIN ARE AT 4 km DEPTH AND INCLUDE ATTENUATION)

Frequency (GHz)/Band 13.6/Ku 35.6/Ka 94/W

Heavy Rain 46 16 -20
(20 mm/hr;
45 dBz)

Light Rain 31 32 15
(1 mm/hr;
26 dBZ)

Cirrus 14 21 14
(- 6 dBZ)

Stratus -6 0 -6
(0.3 g/m3-12 dBZ)

2



Vhile earlier studies (Goldhirsh [21, TRMM Studies [llj) indicated
that a second system at a different carrier frequency (probably at Ku band)
was desired to remove the unknown attenuation and "calibrate" the radar
system, its utility in the primary goal of cloud measurement was not evident
since its sensitivity at other bands is not adequate. Thus other methods
were explored that need only yield data in moderate to heavy rains.

The resulting system proposed in this report will meet the goals
in the specification with the detectable water content level of stratus
clouds dependant on swath size, orbit altitude and resolution. Horizontal
resolution will be 1-2 km, and vertical resolution will be better than 1 km.
Accuracy of determining cloud tops and bottoms should be a few hundred
meters

The "baseline" system consists of a relatively simple Ka band
radar with a 4.1 meter dish, conically scanning about nadir as illustrated
on Fig. 1.1. The dish will stow, without folding, in a Shuttle or Titan IV
shroud, although both of these launch systems far exceed the weight and
volume of the proposed system. The proposed system can be easily launched
with lower cost Atlas or Delta Expendable launch vehicles, and the design
appears to be well within the state-of-the-art. The orbit altitude will be
300-824 km depending upon the mission.

The calibr-tion of the radar will take into account the
attenuation of the electromagnetic waves by clouds and especially
precipitation. It will be accomplished in at least two ways: The first
will be by placing a supplementary 19 GHz radiometer feed on the dish, and
by using the receive system as an additional 37 GHz radiometer. Since the
measured brightness temperature over the oceans is dependant on rainfall
rate (Wilheit et al., 1977, 1982) the algorithms that estimate this quantity
can be easily extended to deLermine the total attenuation of the radar
signals. At Ka band (33-37 GHz) attenuation is independant of drop size
distribution for both rain and clouds.

The second technique is to measure the reflected radar signals
from the surface (oceans or land) in a "scatterometer" mode, and effectively
subtract these values from the predicted echoes to measure attenuation. At
the planned Nadir angles, these reflected signals do not vary significantly,
and can be deduced from "cloud free" measurements on the same or previous
orbits. The Scatterometer is an integral part of the radar.

The proposed system which is currently called ALLRAD will also
detect sea ice, and will be able to derive approximate surface wind speed
and direction over the oceans.

If desired, a doppler channel can be inserted into the radar to
approximately measure wind velocity in the presence of rain or clouds. This
is recommended for further study as there is a complicated trade-off between
hardware implementation and accuracy.

The proposed sensor system includes the radar and radiometer
channels at 19 and 37 GHz. As such, it also performs several of the

functions of SSM/I. Table 1.3 shows that it should meet many of the goals
of various users with comparable or better performance than other sensors.

3



TABLE 1.3 RELATIVE PERFORMANCE OF INSTRUMENTS

SCATTER-
PRIORITIZED USER REQUIREMENTS ALLRAD SSM/I OMETER OTHERS

-T Tops,Bottoms Best
1. Clouds F___Cover V. Good Good+ OLS
2. Vertical Temperature Profile - SSM/Tl
3. Absolute Humidity (Moisture Profile) SSM/T2

In Rain, Clouds Best
Potential

4. Wind Surface Good Good+ Good ALT
5. Electron Density Profile - SEM

6. Precipitation Best Good
7. Sea Ice V. Good Good ?
8. Sea Surface Temperature -* - OLS
9. Visibility (Aerosol OLS

Concentration & Size)
10. Soil Moisture Good Good TBD**

11. Pressure Profile
12. Neutral Density
13. Liquid/Solid Water Content & Best Fair-

Cloud Droplet Size Good+
14. Snow Cover Good Fair
15. Land Locked Ice Cover V. Good Fair

16. Solar Spectral Imagery/Flux
17. Land Surface Temperature ?
18. Auroral Emissions and Air Glow - - -

19. Solar Wind
20. Geo-Magnetic Field - - - ALT

21. Sea Surface Topography - - - SAR, ALT
22. Ocean Waves (sea, swell, surf) V. Good Some V. Good SAR, ALT

* with additional lower freq. OLS - Operational Line-scan System
radiometer (4-6 GHz?) ALT - Altimeter

•* good at low microwave SAR - Synthetic Aperture
frequencies Radar

+ over the oceans
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The remainder of this report is dividcd into several sections.
Section 2 relates meteorological goals to radar requirements. Section 3
summarizes the approaches studied. A baseline system is described in the
following section. Section 5 shows that the hardware is within the state-
of-the-art and-provides an initial weight estimate. Section 6 illustrates
system trade-offs for particular missions or scientific goals. The final
section gives a plan for come additional analysis and for developing the
instrument starting with a scaled down version on a high altitude aircraft
or mountaintop.

The size and weight of the proposed system is comparabl to
similar scientific satellites. Prime power required for retaining
sensitivity for high altitude orbits is moderate and less than several
remote sensing satellites.

6



2.0 Meteorological Goals

2.1 Objective

The primary objective of this study is the design of a radar
system for a satellite that is capable of detecting layer clouds and
determining cloud base and top heights for clouds higher tahn I km above
mean ground level (AGL) with a 300 m accuracy. Additional goals include the
measurement of cloud liquid water content; estimation of cloud crystal habit
(liquid water droplets, snow, columnar ice, plates, etc.); estimation of
rain rate and the observation of the horizontal and vertical structure of
rain.

The data from the radar sounder will be useful for providing
quantitative moisture analyses for use in the initialization and update of
numerical weather prediction models and regional cloud and precipitation
forecast models; for providing information on the vertical distribution of
latent heat release for use in numerical modeling; and for the verification
of numerical model predictions. The instrument will become a primary source
of quantitative data for the U.S. Air Force cloud analysis program (RTNEPH).

2.2 Background

Clouds are routinely observed by infrared and visible (visual)
wavelength radiometers on geostationary satellites and on polar orbiters
such as the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. The
infrared observations provide information on cloud top heights if the clouds
are thick enough and completely fill the field of view (FOV) of the sensor.
The visible wavelength observations provide higher spatial resolution data
on the locations of the clouds during times with sunlight. Neither type of
observation can provide direct measurements of the thickness of a cloud
layer or the number of cloud layers or the microphysical properties of the
clouds such as equivalent liquid water content or crytal habit. The
microphysical properties and vertical structure of the clouds are needed for
applications of interest to the Air Force such as estimating visibility or
the propagation conditions for laser transmission.

At the present time the cloud data used by the Air Force is
acquired from a number of different sources. In addition to the infrared
and visual observations from satellites, the Air Force Global Weather Center
(AFGWC) obtains data from surface observers and from pilots (PIREPS) and
employs conventiopal analyses of radiosonde soundings to predict cloudiness
in the absence of direct observations and to convert the infrared radiance
values to cloud top height estimates. AFGWC combines these data using their
cloud analysis model (Real Time NEPHanalysis model - RTNEPH [Bunting et al.,
19831) to provide their user community with estimates (predictions) of
current cloud conditions and to provide input data for the AFGWC cloud
forecast models and precipitation analysis models.

A problem with the current cloud analysis system is that the
measurements do not provide all the desired information. Cloud tops are
estimated from the infrared data and atmospheric temperature soundings. The
equivalent cloud liquid water or crystal habit cannot be measured.
Statistical models can be incorporated to provide estimates of the

7



parameters that are not directly measured but different measurements are
needed to determine unambiguously the parameter values. Some parameters
cannot be measured at all. Cloud layering can often be inferred from cloud
top measurements in the pixels within a 25 nm x 25 nm grid element (eighth
mesh) of RTNEPH when the lower layers are visible through breaks in the
upper layers. When widespread cirrus completely blankets a region, the
layering information is not available.

The observing systems can also be confused. Snow or ice on the
surface produce the same infrared signature as clouds at mid levels. Thin
upper level clouds can be interpreted as low clouds if radiation from the
warmer earth is not strongly attenuated by the thin cloud. In the future,
microwave radiometer data from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I)
on new DMSP satellites will be combined with the infrared and visual data to
provide information on snow and ice covered areas to identify regions where
the infrared data should not be used in estimating cloud tops.

The SSM/I will also provide information on precipitation that can
now only be inferred indirectly from the infrared measurements. The SSM/I
measurements are not uniquely related to precipitation intensity but depend
on the thickness of the region with precipitation in liquid form, rain, and
liquid water clouds; the structure of the melting layer overlying widespread
rain or the regions of melting snow and graupel in convective rain: the
spatial variation of precipitation within the FOV of the microwave sensors;
and the scattering by snow and ice in the upper levels of the storm. The
data may be interpreted statistically but additional measurements are needed
to determine unambiguously the rain rate or equivalent liquid water content
of precipitation.

2.3 Radar Measurement Requirements

Additional information is needed about the vertical extent of
regions with rain or clouds and the spatial variations or precipitation and
clouds within a layer or layers. Radar provides the tool needed to make the
measurements. It must provide profiles of the vertical variations of the
backscatter cross section per unit volume (reflectivity) of the clouds,
rain, snow, melting snow, etc. at a number of sample points within a grid
element of RTNEPH (and on smaller scales for improved editions of RTNEPH).
It must sample the variations in reflectivity within the FOVs of the other
sensors to be used by RTNEPH. As with the other sensors, the radar
reflectivity values are not uniquely related to the parameters to be
estimated but the data, when combined with the other inputs to RTNEPH,
provide sufficient information to reduce significantly the errors in
estimating the desired cloud (and precipitation) parameters.

Cloud layering information will be provided directly by a radar
without a requirement for additional measurements provided the radar has
sufficient sensitivity to detect the clouds. A radar can determine cloud
tops and bases. It is the interpretation of the reflectivity data in terms
of liquid water content or rain rate that requires additional information,
information already input to RTNEPH.

For use with RTNEPH, a radar could be installed on the DMSP
satellites or on special radar satellites. The cloud analysis routines



provide for the combination of data from different sensors on different
plaLfoLms obLained at different times. If the data are to be used in
conjunction with microwave radiometer observations, the sensors should be on
the same platform and view the same regions on the surface of the earth.

2.3.1 Spatial Resolution

The radar should have sufficient spatial resolution to observe the
significant horizontal variations in precipitation and cloud intensity.
Because radar reflectivity is not linearly related to rain rate or liquid
water content, significant variations in reflectivity within the FOV and
range resolution element of the radar will compromise the measurement
capability of the device. Rain occurs within small cells imbeddcd in
regions of less intense precipitation that also contain small cells. For
parameter estimation, a variatin in reflectivity by a factor of two is
considered significant. The cells enclosed by a contour a factor of two
below the peak reflectibity value are small and numerous [Crane, [39] 1979].
Typically, about 20 such cells will occur within a RTNEPH grid square. Cell
diameters for cells larger than 1 km are exponentially distributed with an
average diameter less than two km. Cell lifetimes are exponentially
distributed for cells that last longer than 5 minutes. Their average
lifetime is less than 20 minutes. These cells produce the rapid variations
within the FOV of microwave radiometer systems such as the SSM/I. To map
such cells, a radar must have a field of view with a maximum horizontal
dimension of less than 0.2 km. To observe the precipitation and to provide
data for the correction of the SSM/I observations, a maximum dimension of 2
km is adequate.

Both clouds and rain exhibit spatial variations on a wide range of
horizontal and vertical scales. A small fair weather cumulus cloud will
have a horizontal dimension approximately the same size as its vertical
dimension. Such clouds can be as small as 300 m to as large as several
kilometers. Larger cumulus clouds exist but are not identified as fair
weather cumulus. The liquid water content of a fair weather cumulus can
vary significantly depending on cloud size and cloud base height
(temperature). Clouds with a horizontal scale the order of 2 km and a base

temperature of the order of 10C have liquid water contents of 0.5 g/m3 or
more and produce reflectivity factors in excess of -10 dBZ.

/

Stratus clouds also show significant spatial variations. They
occur in layers that can be as thin as a few'hundred meters to as thick as

several km and have liquid water contents ranging from tenths of a g/m3 to
3

several g/m . To resolve the more important cloud layers, the radar should
have a vertical resolution of a kilometer. Cloud base temperature is an
important indicator of the microphysical properties of a cloud. Temperature
estimates should be within 2°C, requiring that the radar should be able to
estimate layer tops and base heights with an accuracy of 300 m.

2.3.2 Spatial Sampling

RTNEPH currently employes an eighth mesh (46 km x 46 km) grid
square as its basic analysis element and may, in the future, reduce the



element size by a factor of 2 (4 in area). Significant horizontal
variations in precipitation and cloud intensity occur on a wide range of
scales, scales both larger and smaller than the dimension of a grid element.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 display the spatial power spectral density for rain rate
variations within a 256 km x 256 km area (-30 grid elements) observed in the
tropics. Figure 2.1 is a two-dimensional spectrum while Figure 2.2 presents
the azimuthal average (one dimensional spectrum) of the two-dimensional
spectrum as well as the one-dimensional east-west and north-south spactra.
The spectra are plotted vs wavenumber expressed in inverse km (1/distance
not 2ff/distance). The two-dimensional spectrum displays a north-south wave
with a 35 km wavelength while the one dimensional spectra reveal the shapes
characteristic of two-dimensional turbulence.

Weather radar data analyses reported by Crane [49] show that
during steady state conditions, the spatial spectra are similar to those
presented in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. The rain rate fields producing these
spectra can be interpreted as tracing realizations of the distribution of a
passive additive in a two-dimensionsl turbulent flow field. The outer scale
where the spectrum rolls off and flattens at low wavenumbers is not evident
in Figure 2.2. The domain of interest for widespread rain or extended
regions with strong convection therefore is greater then 250 km and not
observable by a single surface based radar. The azimuthally averaged
spatial spectrum of rain rate variations has the shape expected for two-
dimensional turbulence with the characteristic energy input and rain
production scales (marked by vertical arrows in Figure 2.2 where the spectra

depart from a k °3 power law curve) for the turbulent process varying little
with location or climate or the intensity of the precipitation.

The energy input scale for the two-dimensional turbulent flow
producing the rain rate variations analyzed for Figure 2.2 is approximately
13 km, a scale nearly identical to the average nearest neighbor distances
found by Crane and Hardy [40] [1981] to characterize the organization of the
convective clusters of small cells in Kansas storms. The rain input scale
is the order of 4 km, a scale nearly identical to the average nearest
neighbor distance between the little cells reported by Crane and Hardy.

Recent studies indicate that the evergy input scale is important
in the organization of light, widespread, winter coastal storms in New
England and in summertime convection in Colorado, Tennessee and
Massachusetts. A universal spatial spectrum for rain and, by implication,
overcast stratus conditions as a precursor of rain provides a model for
selecting an optimum sampling strategy for the determination of the
statictics of cloud layer and rain within a RTNEPH grid square. The power
spectral density monotonically decreases with increasing wavenumber
(decreasing scale size) for scales smaller than the outer scale (all scales
shown in Figure 2.2). It has a segmented power law structure with almost
two orders of magnitude reduction in the variance of the precipitation
fields between the energy input and rain production scales.

A preliminary analysis of time series of vertically integrated
cloud liquid water estimates obtained from vertical pointing multi-frequency
microwave radiometer data provided by the NOAA Wave Propagation Laboratory
(WPL) [Westwater, 1987] show that the cloud liquid water variation spectra

10
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have the same shape as the one-dimensional spectra in Figure 2.2. Crane
[49] reported similar results for simultaneous time series and space series
from a line of rainguages. The data show that a single translation velocity
connects the spatial and temporal spectra (Taylor's Hypothesis). The WPL
cloud observations show that the spatial spectra observed for rain also
applies to clouds.

Due to the natural low pass spatial filtering of the precipitation
and cloud generation processes, high resolution observations taken at
sampling points separated by 6 km contain all the information needed to
characterize the rain or cloud fields. Closer spacings between samples will
not provide more meteorological information but will improve measurement
accuracy increasing the number of radar observations used to prepare a
reflectivity estimate.

2.3.3 Cloud Properties

A number of authors have described the microphysical parameters of
"typical" clouds for use in estimating atmospheric attenuation and
scattering at millimeter wavelengths [Carrier et al., 1967; Sherr et al.,
1968; Greaves, 1973; Falcone and Abreu, 1979; Slobin, 1982]. In some
instances a probability of occurrence was associated with the selected cloud
parameters; in others only a cloud type is associated with the cloud
description. For the purpose of estimating the comparative performance of
different radar designs, another set of cloud and rain models is proposed.
This set is not dependent on occurrence probabilities in any climate region
but describes the relative properties of clouds and rain under conditions
where questions of visibility near the surface may be important.

The cloud and rain models are to be used to consider cloud type
detectability. The cirrus cloud can be used by itself or to represent an
overlaying cloud field that would deny infrared or visible wavelength
sensors a view of lower level clouds. The stratus cloud can be used by
itself. Although low level growth of rain drops is possible in stratus
clouds beneath a melting layer, the combination of attenuation by the
melting layer and scattering by rain falling through the cloud should mask
the signature of the cloud. The light rain, 1 mm/h, model should be used
with an overlaying melting layer. Heavy rain, 16 mm/h, should be used by
itself for modeling. The thicknesses for rain are heights above mean sea
level. Clouds are positioned so the stratus clouds lie below the -10°C
(approx. 6.5 km mean sea level, summer at 300 N Lat.) isotherm and cirrus
clouds lie above the -20°C (approx. 8 km mean sea level, summer at 300 N
Lat.) isotherm.

The melting layer introduces a total, two way attenuation of 0.5
dB at 13.6 GHz, 3.8 dB at 35 GHz, 6.8 dB at 94 GHz and 8.6 dB at 140 GHz.
The melting layer calculations were based on the vertical propagation
measurements at 35 GHz made by Joss et al. [1974]. It is noted that the
model suggests a lack of discrimination between the melting layer and light
rain below at 140 GHz. The properties of snow could also be modeled but
their effect is to produce a scattered signal but little attenuation. As a
rule of thumb, the scattering in the snow just above the melting layer is

comparable in cross section to the rain just below the melting layer.

Because it is the combination of attenuation and weak scattering from

13



TABLE 2.1 RAIN AND CLOUD MODELS

Liquid Water Mean Doppler
Type Content Diameter Reflectivity Thickness Spread

(g/m 3) (g~m) (dBZ) (kin) (mls)

Rain I mm/h 0.06 310 26 4.0 1.0

Melting Layer 0.3 570 41 0.3 1.0
(Use with I mm/h)

Rain 16 mm/h 0.7 500 43 4.0 2.0

Stratus 0.3 9.7 -12 1.0 0.2

Cirrus 0.17 170 14 1.0 0.2

14
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regions below attenuating layers that sets the most stringent design
constraints, a consideration of snow effects will not change the conclusions
about radar system design.

2.3.4 Rain'Rate Measurements

Radar sounders capable of observing clouds with reflectivities 40
dB below those of light rain suffer from severe attenuation in the rain as
indicated in Table I.i. Accurate measurements of rain rate at the surface
are difficult to impossible when significant attenuation occurs along the
path between the radar and the observing volume. Additional information are
needed, either from other sensors or from the underlying statistics of the
rain process. Radiometer observations provide constraints on the possible
variations of rain rate along the path. The apparent statistical regularity
of the rain process provides additional constraint.

For regions with rain larger than several hundred kilometers on a
side, the observed cumulative distributions of rain rate closely approximate
a log-normal distribution (for averages over a 1 km x 2 km x 2 km resolution
cell). Figure 2.3 depicts a sample distribution for one volume scan of a
weather radar (the same data used for the preparation of Figures 2.1 and
2.2). The observations have a log-normal distribution as indicated by the
straight line on the figure. The tail of the distribution will provide a
better estimate of the occurrence3 of the rain rate exLremes in a large
observation area, say the size of a RTNEFH grid square, than any of the
multi-sensor inversion algorithms for the estimation of rain rate.

2.4 Cloud and Precipitation Observing System

A radar by itself cannot provide the data needed by the Air Force
to generate the cloud and precipitation fields (analysis) needed to
initialize cloud forecast models and, eventually, provide the moisture
fields to update numerical weather prediction models. Used in conjunction
with other observations the radar will provide information not currently
available to the Air Force and will provide the data needed to correct and
interpret measurements by other sensors already in use by the Air Force.
RTNEPH or a similar analysis program will be required to combine the data
from the radar and other sensors.

A complete system should use the multi-sensor analysi program
output for input to cloud and precipitation forecast programs and the global
numerical weather prediction program. The forecasts should then be input to
the analysis program to provide refined estimates of the cloud microphysical
parameters which in turn will provide latent heat release input data to the
numerical weather prediction programs. The entire process should be viewed
as a large feedback system with the input the current data on the states of
the atmosphere: clouds, precipitation, winds, atmospheric temperature
profiles, temperature and mcisture soundings from satellites, etc. and the
output the current and forecast states of the atmosphere.

15
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3.0 TRADE-OFF STUDIES OF RADAR TECHNIQUES AND FREQUENCY SELECTION

This section reviews the trade-offs between various radar
implementations and parameter trade-offs including the selection of radar
carrier frequency. With the three configurations studied, the carrier
frequency selection was basically the same (Ka band).

The first technique is - relook at an approach evaluated for a
shuttle application in 1975. Th goal at that time was to detect light rain
with a high data rate. It achieved that with a long, (700-1000) wavelength
but narrow linear array that was believed to be feasible in the early
1980's.

The second approach utilizes a relatively large scanning dish
which it will be shown to have the desired swath and sensitivity with the
simplest implementation. It was not believed to be practical in 1975.

The final trade-off considers synthetic aperture techniques. It
is shown that high spatial resolution can be achieved, but only over a
narrow swath. It may be a good mode for small scale observations, but not
applicable to broad coverage.

3.1 BOOM ANTENNA (METRAD) PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

One technical approach evaluated for the Sounder study is based on
the Metrad boom system which was investigated at TSC for NASA for possible
shuttle applications. The Metrad boom system is a "pushbroom" type of
sensor with multiple receive azimuth beams and corresponding receiver
channels. A boom type of antenna is used to transmit a beam which is wide
in the azimuth plane (30-70 degrees) and only a few milli-radians in the
elevation plane. Figure 3.1.1 illustrates the Metrad atmospheric coverage.
The proposed receive antenna is an array of strip-line which forms multiple
azimuth beams and one elevation beam which is the same width as the transmit
elevation beam. Doppler beam sharpening is used to enhance azimuth
resolution and minimize the number of receive beams/channels necessary to
achieve the desired swath. Figure 3.1.2 gives a block diagram of the Metrad
receiver configuration.

Referring to Figure 3.1.1, the Metrad swathwidth is determined by
the width of the transmit azimuth beam, the angle that the beam center
subtends to the satellite velocity vector, and the nadir angle. Metrad
resolution is a function of elevation beamwidth (8bw), azimuth synthetic

(doppler) beam width (4), pulsewidth (r), slant range (R), and grazing angle
(0). The following equations give the vertical (nadir pointing) and
horizontal resolution of Metrad,

VRES- R e bw sin() + (cr/2) cos ( )

HRES1 - R ebw cos (4) + (cr/2) • sin (i)

HRES2 - R •

The length of the vertical boom is related to the radar resolutioin via the
elevation beamwidth. Vertical boom length is determined by the radar

17
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wavelength (A), the elevation beamwidth, (6b), and the nadir angle (a) in

the following equation,

VBL - A 1.4/(ebw • sin (a), ;2)

One Metrad system parazreter which has significant impact on system
ccmplexity is the number of real receive beams. There are several receive
beams which span the transmit azimuth beam. The number of receive beams
necessary to span the transmit beam depends on th- maximum ollowable receive
beamwidth which is not constrained by horizontal resolution requirements
because doppler beam sharpening is being used. However, the maximum time-
bandwidth product across any receive beam must be less than unity to give
unambiguous doppler filters across the entire receive beam. The result is
that the bandwidth across the receive beam must be less than the radar pulse
repetition frequency. The PRF is contrained by the necessity to be range
unambiguous in the atmosphere. The atmospheric thickness is assumed to be
18 km. The highest bandwidth receive beam is that which is pointed closest
to the satellite direction of motion. If the PRF is constrained to 7 kHz,
then the width of the highest bandwidth receive beam is computed such that
the bandwidth is less than 7 kHz. The width of the highest bandwidth
receive beam is used to compute the width of the receive strip line. The
number of real receive beams necessary to span the transmit beam can be
computed using the width of the receive stripline. It will be shown that
for a 200 km swath and a PRF constrained by the atmospheric range ambiguity,
a large number of receive beams/channels is necessary for 300 to 800 km
orbits.

The original Metrad waveform was a burst waveform which did not
allow transmission during the recei-c period. A group of pulses (the number
necessary for the desired doppler resolution) was transmitted at a constant
PRF, and transmission was suspended until atmospheric return from the last
pulse was gated. The concern was transmitter-receiver interference. During
the current study is was decided that a continuous mode is possible.
Therefore, the constant PRF, continuous mode waveform was used for this
study.

3.1.1 Metrad Design Tradeoff

Using a precedence matrix approach, the Metrad design equations
were prioritized and 17 inputs were identified. Using these inputs, the
basic Metrad design can be computed. Six of the 17 .nputs were chosen to
perform a design tradeoff. The 17 inputs are listed in T,.ale 3.1.1 as
either fixed or variable inputs. The design tradeoff was performed at Ku-
band (13.5 GHz) and Ka-band (35 GHz). Design experimentation yieldea 20
combinations of the 6 variable inputs which w 4ght produce an optimal system.
Tables 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 list the variable input values for each of the 20
experimental systems for Ku-band and Ka-band respectively. Note that the
atmospheric thickness is reduced for some cases which allows the PRF to
increase accordingly. This reduction assumes that a waveform can be
designed which can eliminate the atmospheric range ambiguities associated
with a higher PRF.
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A FORTRAN program was used to evaluate the Metrad system at each

of the 20 variations at the 2 RF's (13.5 and 35 GHz). The evaluation was

performed using a I mm/hr rain atmospheric model with no brightband over a
land background. Four computed system parameters were used to compare and

choose the optimal system. They are; (1) the number of real receive beams
(channels), (2) the signal-to-noise ratio (dB), (3) the vertical boom

length (meters), and (4) the signal excess (dB). Figure 3.1.3 is a chart of

the .our evaluation parameters over the 20 candidate systems at Ku-band.
Note the high number of receive beams which corresponds to systems with
range unambiguous PRF's. System #14 was chosen as the system which did the

best job of minimizing the number of beams and the boom length while
maximizing the signal-to-noise ratio and signal excess. Figure 3.1.4 shows

the four evaluation parameters over the 30 candidate systems at Ka-band.

System #16 was chosen as optimal at Ka-band.

Table 3.1.4 gives the optimal Ku-band system parameters. The

system has a transmit azimuth beamwidth of 37 degrees resulting in a
vertical boom width of .048 meters. The elevation beamwidth is 2.35 milli-

radians which requires a vertical boom length equal to 13.14 meters. The

swathwidth is computed to be 207 km. The pulse-duration is .83 micro

seconds, the PRF is 17.6 KHz, and the peak power is 8 kw which gives an
average power equal to 117 watts. There are 16 real receive beams and

channels.

Table 3.1.5 gives the optimal Ka-band system parameters. The
vertical boom dimensions are 7.33 by .022 meters. The swathwidth is

computed to be 206 km. The pulse-length is 1.2 micro seconds, the PRF is
19.15 KHz, and the peak power is 4 kw which yields an average power equal to

94 watts. There are 30 real receive beams and channels.

The signal excess of the optimal Ku-band and Ka-band systems
evaluated across the environmental matrix is given in Table 3.1.6. The Ka-

band system out-performs the Ku-band system for all of the atmospheric
models except heavy rain. The Ka-band system is capable of detecting every

cloud type except stratus which it misses by approximately 3 dB over land

and sea.

3.1.2 Metrad Summary

The sensitivity of the Ka-band Metrad system is good, but the

design is awkward. The design is not recommended for the sounder mission

for the following reasons:

(1) there are too many receiver channels (30)

(2) the swathwidth cannot be increased without increasing the
receiver complexity proportionately

(3) the vertical boom is too long (7 meters)

(4) the range ambiguous PRF necessitates a complicated, pulse

compressed waveform.

The Metrad design is best for a higher resolution, limited swath, imaging

type of sensor.
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Table 3.1.1 Metrad Input Values

Fixed Inputs 13

Vertical Resolution (Ka) 1.0 1.0

Horizontal Resolution (Ka) 3.0 3,0

Transmitter Peak Power (Kw) 8.0 4.0

Average Power (w) 200.0 200.0

System Losses (dB) 5.7 5.7

Receiver Noise Figure (dB) 2.1 2.1

Receiver Noise Temp (*K) 500.0 800.0

Peak 2-way Elevation Sidelobe (dB) -35.0 -35.0

Average Doppler Filter Sidelobe (dB) -30.0 -30.0

Average Receive Azimuth Sidelobe (dB) -35.0 -35.0

Swathwidth (Kw) 200.0 200.0

Variable Inputs

Transmit Azimuth Beamwidth (Deg) 20 - 70

Transmit Beam Center Angle (Deg) 0 - 90

Nadir Angle (Deg) 0 - 45

Satellite Altitude (Km) 300 - 800

Elevation/Beamwidth (Millirad) 1 - 3

Atmospheric Thickness (Km) 6 - 18
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TABLE 3.1.4 OPTIMAL KU-BAND SYSTEM

METRAD INPUT VALUES

XMIT FREQUENCY (MHZ) 13600.(,0
AZIMUTH BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 37.00
BEAM CLUTTER ANGLE (DEG) 35.tX)
RADAR ANGLE (DEG) 45.00
SATELLITE ALTITUDE (KM) 400.00
VERTICAL RESOLUTION (KM) 1.00
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (KM) 3.(,k
ELEVATION BEAMWIDTH (MILLIRAD) 2.35
ATMOSPHERIC THICKNESS (KM) 6.10
SURFACE CLUTTER COEFF (DB) -10.0
TRANSMITTER PEAK POWER (KW) 8.00
AVERAGE POWER CONSTRAINT (W) 200.00
ATMOS VOLUME REF COEFF (DB) -.63E+02
2-WAY ATTENUATION COEFF (DBIKM) .05
SYSTEM LOSSES (DB) 5.70
RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE (DB) 2.10
CLOUD THICKNESS (KM) 4.00
RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE (K) 500.00

METRAD OUTPUT VALUES

TRANSMIT ANTENNA WIDTH (M) .04B
SATELLITE VELOCITY (1 M/S) 7.664
SWATHWIDTH (KM) 207.937
ENVIRONMENT BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 178.850
VERTICAL BOOM LENGTH (M) 13.142
PULSE LENGTH (SEC) 83E-06
ROUND TRIP PROPACATION TIME (SEC) .19E-02
TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN (DB) 58.267
ENVIRONMENT TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT 10.117
NUMBER OF REAL RECEIVE BEAMS 16.000
RELEIVE ANTENNA APERTURE (M) 1.029
MINIMUM RECEIVE BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 2.432
MAXIMUM RECEIVE BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 2.546
MINIMUM RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 6.664
MAXIMUM RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 17.551
MINIMUM RECEIVE TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT .351
MAXIMUM RECEIVE TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT .976
PRF (KHZ) 17.678
# OF SYNTHETIC BEAMS PER REAL BEAM(WRST CSE) 8.66
TIME NECESSARY FOR DOPPLER PROCESSING (SEC) 13E-02
NUMBER OF PULSES COHERENTLY INTEGRATED 22.97
BURST REPETITION FREQUENCY (HZ) 769.50
SIGNAL ENERGY (JOULES) .15
AVERAGE POWER (WATTS) 117.36
RECEIVE ANTENNA, GAIN (DB) 52.31
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (DB) 28.09
SIGNAL-TO-SURFACE-CLUTTER RATIO (DB) 12.33
SIGNAL-TO-PULSE-DOPPLER-SIDELOBE RATIO (DB) 17.22
SIGNAL-TO-AMBIGUITY-LOBE-CLUTTER RATIO (DB) 24.95
SIGNAL-TO-CLUT'ER-PLUS-NOISE RATIO (DB) 10.85
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TABLE 3.1.5 OPTIMAL Ka-BAND SYSTEM

XMIT FREQUENCY (MHZ) 35000.00
AZIMUTH BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 35.00
BEAM CENTER ANGLE (DEG) 35.00
RADAR ANGLE (DEG) 40.00
SATELITE ALTITUDE (KM) 500.00
VERTICAL RESOLUTION (KM) 1.00
HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION (KM) 3.00
ELEVATION BEAMWIDTH (MILLIRAD) 1.00
ATMOSPHERIC THICKNESS (KM) 6.00
SURFACE CLUTTER COEFF (DB) -13.00
TRANSMITTER PEAK POWER (KW) 4.00
AVERAGE POWER CONSTRAINT (W) 200.00
ATMOS VOLUNE REF COEFF (DB) -.48E+02
2-WAY ALTENUATION COEFF (DB/KM) .50
SYSTEM LOSSES (DB) 5.70
RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE (DB) 2.10
CLOUD THICKNESS (KM) 4.00
RECEIVER NOISE TEMPERATURE (K) 800.00

METRAD OUTPUT VALUES

TRANSMIT ANTENNA WIDTH (M) .022
SATELLITE VELOCITY (KM/S) 7.608
SWATHWIDTH (KM) 206.690
ENVIRONMENT BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 393.624
VERTICAL BOOM LENGTH (M) 7.334
PULSE LENGTH (SEC) .12E-05
ROUND TRIP PROPAGATION TIME (SEC) .22E-02
TRANSMIT ANTENNA GAIN (DB) 60.080
ENVIRONMENT TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT 20.554
NUMBER OF REAL RECEIVE BEAMS 30.000
RECEIVE ANTENNA APERTURE (M) .925
MINIMUM RECEIVE BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 1.156
MAXIMUM RECEIVE BEAMWIDTH (DEG) 1205
MINIMUM RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 7.456
MAXIMUM RECEIVE BANDWIDTH (KHZ) 18.905
MINIMUM RECEIVE TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT 377
MAXIMUM RECEIVE TIME-BANDWIDTH PRODUCT .979
FRF (KHZ) 19,151
# OF SYNTHETIC BEAMS PER REAL BEAM (WRST CSE) 4.71

TIME NECESSARY FOR DOPPLER PROCESSING (SEC) .63E-03
NUMBER OF PULSES COHERENTLY INTEGRATED 12.10
BURST REPETITION FREQUENCY (HZ) 1583.19
SIGNAL ENERGY (JOULES) .06
AVERAGE POWER (WATTS) 94.63
RECEIVE ANTENNA GAIN (DB) 57.13
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (DB) 30.78
SIGNAL-TO-SURFACE-CLUTTER RATIO (DB) 30.16
SIGNAL-TO-PULSE-DOPPLER-S IDELOBE RATIO (DB) 20.92
SIGNAL-TO-AMBIGUITY LOBE-CLUTTER RATIO (DB) 24.17
SIGNAL-TO-CLUTTER-PLUS-NOISE RATIO (DB) 18.63
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canninp- Altimeter Tra!eoffs and Frequency Selection

This section summarizes the prelininary design calculatl-rs f
called scanning altimeter type of radar sounder. In fact the

Itring design will have little in common with the typical satellitr
: 'neter other than a pencil beam antenna. Since the resolution

: .irpments are dramatically different (e.g., 1 km vs a fraction of a

meepr) the system will be unlikely to use pulse compression which is
considered to be undesireable. Further, rather than looking in a fixed

nadir direction, the sounder must scan a significant swath (200 - 600 km).
Finally, the low level of signals which must be detected requires a
significantly larger antenna. For these reasons, the study did not start
with an existing altimeter, but began with basic requirements and attempted

to evolve a design to meet those requirements.

Table 3.2.1 outlines the steps in the design procedure. The first

step is to define the nominal limits of what can be achieved with the 1988
radar state-of-the-art (SOTA), and what are the typical weather environments
for which the radar must provide reasonable performance. Initial estimates
of these quantities were refined during a three day workshop at TSC. Table
3.2.2 summarizes the nominal radar parameters used for these calculations.

As can be seen, four frequency bands have been considered. This
range of frequencies span the range of potential weather measurement

systems. Below Ku band (13.6 GHz) the cloud backscatter coefficients would
be expected to be too small for successful operation. Further, antenna
sizes required to achieve the required resolution become excessive. Above
140 GHz, the atmospheric and water attenuation would be too great even in
light rain.

The clear air loss listed in the table is the two way loss
through the troposphere at normal incidence. Additional attenuation through
the rain or clouds is added to that loss. The distribution loss applies
only to surface clutter limited situations. This is an additional factor to

account for the fact that even with a fairly large foot print and reasonably
large incidence angles, the surface clutter return deviates slightly from a

Rayleigh distribution. Typically, the detection threshold has to be
adjusted upwards to maintain acceptable false alarm rates in such

environments.

Table 3.2.3 shows the environments considered in the preliminary
design. These are intended to span a reasonable range of environment types.

The important radar parameters are the cloud or rain thickness, the
reflectivity, and the attenuation. The top of the heavy rain cloud is

easily detectable at all frequencies; however, due to high attenuation, the
bottom is not easily detectable at the higher frequencies. At the other
extreme, the low stratus cloud is a difficult target at all frequencies due
to its low reflectivity. With its high water content (and corresponding

attenuation) the normal payoff achieved by going to higher frequency is
largely nullified. The light rain and high cirrus environments are between

the two extremes. Section 3.4 gives the surface clutter model used in the

study.
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TABLE 3.2.1 RADAR SOUNDER: SCANNING "ALTIMETER ' PRELIMINARY DESIGN

. SPECIFY NOMINAL RADAR PARAMETER LIMITS AND CHARACTERIZE

ENVIRONMENT

. DEVELOP DESIGN EQUATIONS AND ORDER USING PRECEDENCE MATRIX

. OPTIMIZE ANTENNA AND WAVEFORM

- COMPUTE NOMINAL PERFORMANCE AND SELECT CANDIDATE SYSTEM

- INVESTIGATE VARIATIONS WIICH ALLOW DETECTION OF STRATUS CLOUDS

TABLE 3.2.2 NOMINAL RADAR/SATELLITE PARAMETER LIMITS

RESOLUTION:

Altitude 1 ka
Horizontal 6 ka goal in clouds

ORBIT:

High Orbit 833 k1
Low Orbit 300 km

SWATH:

Max. 600 km
Min. 200 km

RADAR:

Freq. (GHz) 13.6 35.0 94.0 140.0
Peak Power (kv) 8.0 4.0 1.0 0.2
Avg. Power (v) 200.0 200.0 100.0 20.0
System Temp (K) 500.0 700.0 1200.0 1500.0
Ancm Dia. (i) 6.6 2.6 0.9 0.6
System Losses* 5.7 5.7 6.7 6.7
Distribution Loss** 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Clear Air Loss 0 0.5 1.0 3.5

*Ohmic receive loss included in system temperature.
**Nominal detectability loss when surface clutter greatly exceeds system
noise.
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TABLE 3.2.3

RAIN AND CLOUD MODELS

-- a is for one way propagation

-- in light rain a includes melting layer

attenuation

Frequency

Ku Ka W --

Observable 13.6GHz 35.6GHz 94GHz 140GHz

Heavy Rain

n (dBm-1 ) -45 -32 -35 -37

a (dB/km) 0.6 4.4 7.0 8.9

Ah (km) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Light Rain

n (dBm-I ) -63 -48 -43 -39

a (dB/km) .09 .70 1.8 2.3

Ah (km) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0

Cirrus

n (dBm - ) -82 -65 -48 -41

a (dB/km) 0 0 0 0

Lh (kin) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Stratus 1

n (dBm- I) -101 -85 -69 -62

a (db/km) .05 .40 1.4 2.1

&h (km) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Stratus 2

(dBm- ) -106 -90 -74 -67

a (dB/km) 0 .04 .10 .20

Ah (km) .30 .30 .30 .30
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The second step in the design process is to develop the system
design equations. Here it is assumed that the principal problem to be
solved is that of detection. Thus the performance criteria chosen is signal
excess (E*). This is defined as the ratio (in dB) of the signal to total
interference (noise plus surface clutter) divided by the minimum required
signal-to-noise ratio. The ratio is computed in somewhat unusual way shown
below so that a separate accounting of SNR and SCR can be maintained.

E* - -N -P

D
np

E* - Excess Signal
P - Volume (rain or cloud) Returnv

N - Noise Power
C - Clutter Power
D - Minimum Required SNRnp

Comutation of the SNR is a straight forward application of the
meteorological radar equation as shown on Table 3.2.4. For these
computations Ze is the equivalent radar Z, not the meteorological Z. It is

simply a surrogate for the reflectivity as defined on the bottom of the
table.

Computation of the SCR requires including surface scattering from
three portions of the surface as shown on Fig. 3.2.1. As shown in the
chart, the primary interference is below the rain cell of interest on the
constant range arc.

Here the surface clutter is attenuated only by the principal axis
sidelobes of the antenna. The second area of interest is the complete ring
of return centered around the nadir point of the satellite. This ring is
defined by the intersection of the constant range sphere through the rain
cell and the surface. Although this energy is attenuated by the (generally
lower) off principal axis sidelobes of the antenna, the large area included
in the ring can produce significant total backscatter. Finally, in pulse
compression systems, the range sidelobes of the pulse will reach on down to
the surface and pick up significant interference. Since the range sidelobes
are only "one-way" attenuation this contribution generally overwhelms the
interference through the antenna sidelobes. Table 3.2.5 gives the equations
used for computing SCR.

The approximate equations used to calculate SCR only apply at off
nadir scan angles. Thus the evaluations given here are limited to a minimum
horizontal distance from the nadir point of about 10-25 km. At nadir the
antenna sidelobe response is of little interest as surface scatter into
these sidelobes always occurs at ranges greater than that of the rain or
cloud cell of interest. The only important nadir interference is from the
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TABLE 3.2.4

DESIGN EQUATIONS: SNR

P TT IKf P C
v t ,, tr (G5) ze

N 512k L T ) R2
v s

Pt =peak transmit power

C = pulse compres3ion ratio

G = antenna gain

e = antenna beamwidth

compressed pulse length

L = total losses excluding LDist (i.e. system

+ atmos. + cloud)

T = system temperature
s

X RF wavelength

R = range to rain or cloud

c = speed of light

IKI2 n.93

k Boltzman' s constant

Z e equivalent radar Ze
5 2

T IKI z

=i 4
x
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FIGURE 3.2.1
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TABLE 3.2.5

DESIGN EQUATIONS: SCR

S CIR 6 RZcos,' 27Tx A3

4 4 L2 + 2 SpA
ODist [Sb eRS i p 1 I

3 7 R9__
Beam LimitedA1  2c -tan,.

r r Pulse Limited

1= grazing angle

ao = surface scattering at angle

L Dist= distribution loss

S bo antenna (one-way) principal axis
sidelobes

S = antenna (one-way) off principalaxis sidelobes

S = pulse compression sidelobesp

x = horizontal distance to rain orc cloud cell
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pulse compression sidelobes. For a system without range sidelobes, surface
scattering at nadir look angles can be neglected.

In the following design analysis a linear scan back and forth
across the sub-satellite point is assumed. Thus, for example, a 200 km
swath is obtained by scanning ± 100 km about nadir. For systems with pulse
compression, there could be a narrow region about nadir where the
calculations given here may be optimistic. For systems without pulse
compression (as will ultimately be recommended) the surface return at nadir
is not a problem and the performance estimates given represent worst case.

Evaluation of the signal excess requires the evaluation of a large
number of auxiliary parameters each of which may have various constraints
applied to them. The first pass through the design identified 46 equations,
constraints, and variables in the system design. Precedence matrices were
used co organize them into input variables, output variables, and system
equations, and to order the computations into a logical efficient order of
evaluation.

Early in the design, it was discovered that a key constraint was
on the waveform PRF and the antenna scan rate. For a straight forward
linear scanning system, the antenna must scan across the swath width in the
time it takes the satellite to move forward one resolution cell. This
implies a high scan rate on the order of 100 deg/sec. At the same time, in
a single frequency system, the maximum useful PRF is limited by the
decorrelation time it takes the satellite to move one-half an antenna
diameter. At Ku band this implies a PRF limit of about 2300 Hz. The
combination of high scan rate and limited PRF results in relatively few
pulses per beam and a correspondingly limited performance.

At the other extreme, if the system employs either frequency or
beam agility to decorrelate the return, then the maximum PRF is limited only
by the duty cycle of the transmitter tube. For the same Ku band case, the
maximum PRF is 12.5 KHz, and the total number of pulses which can be placed
in a resolution cell before the satellite moves on is 73 for 3 km
resolution.

The required principal sidelobe requirement at Ka is nearly 35 dB
below peak gain. This is a direct result of the somewhat greater
reflectivity of the refrozen snow background as compared to the original
land background used. The off principal (rms) sidelobes were dramatically
reduced in all cases. A simple argument shows that the rms sidelobes must
be on the order of the antenna gain. That is, for a pencil beam we may
write the antenna gain as:

4w 41
G - 2 (1)

B(e, ) d 8 2 + 4-e
SL

where B(e,0) is the beam pattern,
CD is the differential of solid angle,
e is the effective beamwidth,
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and SL is the rms sidelobe level.

Solving tb i equation for sidelo*)e level yields:

(1-9 2/4ff)G G

SL G 1 - (2)

where - G/(4f/8 2) is the antenna efficiency.

Thus the rms sidelobes must be at least equal to the antenna gain. Using
the conservative assumption that in the cone of interest, sidelobes could
rise as much as 3 dB, the rms sidelobes were set at 55 dB for the
calculations. At this level, the rms sidelobes produce no contribution to
the clutter background.

The optimization was performed for Stratus 2 clouds against a
refrozen snow background. Based on the inputs from Table 3.2.6 the results
are given in Table 3.2.7. As can be seen, at Ku band, the system is
roughly balanced between being noise and clutter limited, at Ka band the
system is noise limited. In the higher bands, (94 and 140 GHz), the systems
are clutter limited. This is due to surface clutter leaking through the
pulse compression range sidelobes.

Table 3.2.8 compares the performance of all four systems (with a
land background) against the five rain and cloud models. That table shows
the clear superiority of the Ka system. It has the greatest signal excess
against the weak stratus clouds, while still having good margin in both the
rain environments.

Table 3.2.9 shows the effect of the background. For the
(principal) antenna sidelobe levels chosen, the Ka system is not limited by
clutter background. No significant difference appears be:ween various
background types.

Figure 3.2.2 shows the effect of peak sidelobe levels on signal
excess for the two stratus cloud targets with both land and snow
backgrounds. As can be seen, the point of diminishing returns is reached
for sidelobe levels of 35 dB and lower. If (as was done last quarter) only
land background is considered, 30 dB peak sidelobes would be sufficient.
The stronger snow background, however, forces the lower sidelobe levels.
Note that the 55 dB rms sidelobes contribute nothing to the interference in
any of the environments. Apparently, only the peak sidelobe levels are
important.

The frequency selection result from this optimization applies to
other configurations as well. The attenuation at 94 GHz and higher rule out
measurements in heavy rain and thus would not lead to a practical system.
If a 5 kw transmitter were available at 94 GHz, pulse compression would not
be necessary, and that frequency would be more competitive. Perhaps a
practical gyration may be available in the 1990's. The cloud sensitivity is
not adequate at Ku band.
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The above calculations were made earlier in the study and it will
be shown in later sections that it is practical to have larger apertures and
better sensitivity.
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TABLE 3.2.6

INPUT PARAMETERS FOR OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS

----------------- -------------------------------------------

I Symbol Name I 14GHZ I 36GHz I 94GHz I 140GHzI
---------------------------------------------------
IRADAR: I I I I
I cm RF Wavelength 2.201 .861 .311 .211

IP kw Transmit Pwr. 1 8.0 1 4.0 1 1.0 .2

Cr Compression Ratio 1.0 1 1.0 32.0 32.0

T wsec Compressed Pulse 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.7

6 % Duty Factor 2.5 5.0 10.0 10.0

S dB PC Sidelobe Level none none 35.0 35.0

S bo dB Sidelobe Level(lway)l 35.0 35.0 25.0 25.0

S bi dB Off Prin. Axis SL 55.0 55.C 55.0 55.0

D max  m Antenna Dia. 6.6 2.6 .9 .6
L dB Dist. Loss in Clt. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

T s K System Temperature 500.0 1 700.0 11200.0 11500.0 1

L°  dB System Losses 5.7 5.7 6.7+  6.7+

L CFAR dB CFAR Loss 1.0 1.0 1 1.0 1.0 1

P d Detection Prob. .9 .9 1 .9 .9

SLpf a  Log Pfa -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -6.0

IREQUIREMENTS:

Ax km Hor. Res. 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0

Ay km Ver. Res. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

x c km Crosstrack Rng. i100.0 100.0 I100.0 i100.0
S km Swath 200.0 200.0 200.0 200.0

H km Satellite Alt. 300.0 300.0 300.0 300.0

IENVIRONMENT :

n dBm- 1  Volume Reflectivity -101.0 I -85.0 -69.0 -62.0

a dB/km Attenuation (lway) .051 .4 1 1.4 1 2.1

Ah km Rain Thickness 1.0 I 1.0 1 1.0 1.0

h max  km Max. Cloud Ht. 18.0 18.0 I 18.0 18.0

Stype Surface Type Snow I Snow I Snow Snow

* Stratus 1 + With pulse compression
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TABLE 3.2.7

OUTPUT PARAMETERS FOR RE-OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS

Symbol Name I 14GHz I 36GHz I 94GHz I 140OGHz"

na Antenna Efficiency .77 .77 1 .91 1 .91 I

8 X/D Beam Broadening 1.23 1.23 1 1.12 1 1.12

G dB Antenna Gain 58.4 58.4 1 58.8 1 58.6 F
e3 deg Antenna Beamwidth .2341 .2221 .2211 .225;

deg Grazing Angle 67.2 67.2 67.2 67.2 V
I x Frac. Hor. Res. .23 .23 .23 .23

I y Frac. Ver. Res. 1.00 1.02 1.00 .99

v km/s Satellite Velocity 7.7 7.7 7.7 7.7

R km Slant Range 1317.0 1317.0 1317.0 1317.0

fprf kHz PRF 1 6.9 1 13.2 1 .8 1 .8 1

n No. of Pulses/res 1161.5 306.0 1 19.1 1 19.6 1

D np dB Min. Req. SNR -2.7 -4.2 3.3 3.2

S0 dB Surf. Reflec. -6.1 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1i

L dB Vol. Loss Fac. 6.8 7.6 10.7 12.3

SCR dB Sig.-to-clutt. -0.1 9.7 -7.9 -1.0

SNR dB Sig.-to-noise -2.5 0.5 11.5 5.3

E dB Excess -1.9 4.2 -11.3 -5.2
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TABLE 3.2.8

SIGNAL EXCESS IN DB VS FREQUENCY

-- 300X Antenna

-- Altitude 300km

-- Reoptimized Waveforms (Table II)

-- Horizontal Range = 100km (+ 1/2 swath)

-- Land Background

Frequency

Ku Ka W --

Observable 13.6GHz 35.6GHz 94GHz 140GHz

Heavy Rain 50.3 20.5 -15.5 -43.6

Light Rain* 35.7 36.4 19.6 9.6

Cirrus 17.2 25.5 8.6 23.6

Stratus 1 -1.8 4.6 -2.5 0.2

Stratus 2 -12.0 -4.8 -12.6 -7.6

Includes attenuation due to melting layer.
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TABLE 3.2.9

SIGNAL EXCESS IN DB VS BACKGROUND

-- 300X Antenna *

-- Ka Band

-- 300km Altitude

-- xc = 100km

Land Snow Sea

Heavy Rain 20.5 20.5 20.5

Light Rain 36.6 36.5 36.6

Cirrus 25.5 25.0 25.5

Stratus 1 4.6 4.2 4.6

Stratus 2 -4.8 -5.3 -4.8

* Increased to 500 in later sections.
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FIGURE 3.2.2 Effect of peak sidelobe level on performance,
Ka band (35.6GHz), xc - 100km.
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3.3 SYNTHETIC APERTURE (METSAR) MODE ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

This section explores the use of a synthetic aperture radar,
designated METS.AR, to determine cloud base altitudes for non-precipitating
clouds. Aligned with this objective are other requirements associated with
the collection of synoptically useful data sets. It is important to obtain
a large enough field of view or swath width such that meteorological events
are encompassed (100's of kilometers) and to sample a global data set often
enough to make the data operationally useful.

3.3.1 SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR PRINCIPLES

A synthetic aperture radar collects a coherent data set and
subsequently processes this data to form a high resolution image. Unlike
diffraction limited remote sensors, such as the real aperture radar
described in Section 3.2, whose cross-range spatial resolution is dependent
on the radar wavelength, antenna dimension and range from the radar to the
target, a SAR can achieve a fine spatial resolution independent of radar
wavelength and target range.

WAVELENGTH X RANGE

SPATIAL RESOLUTION (RAR) - ANTENNA DIMENSION

ALONG TRACK ANTENNA DIMENSION (DAT)

SPATIAL RESOLUTION (SAR) -
2

However, to achieve this fine spatial resolution, the SAR must
integrate the collected data set over a dwell period that is equal to the
time required for the radar to fly through the diffraction limited
projection of the real beam at the target area.

DWELL TIME - A NWAVELENGTH X RANGE
ANTENNA DIMENSION X SATELLITE GROUND VELOCITY

This time is usually several orders of magnitude larger than the
decorrelation time associated with meteorological events such as the cloud
detection that is the focus of this study. After looking at METSAR
performance at several frequencies, the study selected Ka band (35 GHz) as
the preferred frequency. Typical SAR dwell times associated with 35 GHz and
the synthetic aperatures created by the 4 meter antennas studied in this
report are a few tenths of a second. Although these times will vary as a
function of target range, satellite velocity (orbital altitude) and specific
antenna sizing, they are much larger than the meteorological target
decorrelation times which are typically two orders of magnitude smaller.
Section 3.2 calculated a range of decorrelation times. For the parameters
used to study the METSAR approach, a decorrelation time of approximately
.0017 seconds was used. To combat this large time difference, the SAR will
only coherently integrate over the shorter time period (resulting in a
multilook SAR) with the result that spatial resolution, the usual r~ason for
using SAR techniques, degrades by the ratio of the target decorrelacion time
to the fully focused SAR dwell time. This ratio is equal to the number of
looks described in Section 3.3.2. In addition to the loss of spatial
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resolution, the signal-to-noise performance is correspondingly affected due
to the sharp reduction in coherent processing or integration gain.

SAR systems have other limitations that influence their use for
applications that require broad area or large swath coverage. A SAR must
avoid both range ambiguities, the same as a RAR, and Doppler ambiguities.
This condition imposes a lower bound restriction on antenna area. Thus, the
SAR antenna must exceed some minimum area. This condition limits the swath
width for SAR in many applications such that in its generic form, which is a
fixed antenna that is pushbroom scanned by satellite motion, the SAR is not
a wide swath width system. Examples of previous and planned space-based SAR
sensors confirm this.

1. SEASAT, 1978, 100 km SWATH WIDTH
2. SIR-B, 1984, 40 km SWATH WIDTH
3. ERS-l, 1990, 80km SWATH WIDTH

The following sections provide more detailed descriptions of these
limitations in the context of study objectives. Two specific SAR designs
are studied for the determination of cloud base altitudes. The first
design, described in Section 3.3.2 uses a fixed beam or strip mapping
approach as shown in Figure 3.3.1. In this design, the antenna beam is
oriented 90° to the direction of flight and remains at some fixed incidence
angle using the moving satellite to accomplish the along-track scan. The
second design, shown in Figure 3.3.2 and described in Section 3.3.3, also
uses a beam at 90 ° to the line of flight but varies the incidence angle,
within the constraints of target decorrelation timing, to increase swath
coverage. A third operating mode is evaluated in Section 3.3.4. This mode
would use the SAR as a higher resolution cloud imager capable of 100 meter
performance or less. The small swath width attendant with this application
makes this mode useful only as an adjunct or submode to the scanning
altimeter described in Section 3.2, but might provide important data about
fine scale cloud structures.

3.3.2 SYSTEM OPERATING CRITERIA - STRIP MAPPING MODE

It was decided to focus on 35 GHz and use a fixed SAR beam pointed
broadside (900) to the direction of flight as shown in Figure 3.3.1. The
maximum antenna length along track (DAT) - 4.4m (see Section 4.1) with a

Corporate phased array (rectangular). The fixed beam maximizes swath width
using a cross-track antenna dimension very nearly equal to that produced by
the minimum antenna area to avoid ambiguities which is:

AMIN - 4vARTAN i/c

v - satellite velocity
A - wavelength - .00857m

R - range to target area

Oi - incidence angle the complement of grazing angle

c - the speed of light

DR AMIN/4 .4M
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Figure 3.3.1 - STRIP MAPPING MODE
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NOTE: 8 SHIFTS FOR EACH
SCAN

Figure 3.3.2 -SCANSAR MODE
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The vie';ing geometry was adjusted to minimize the antenna
dimension required in the range direction. The other radar design values
used were:

1. Use of a steep look down geor.try, i - 10'. Tnis reduces

AMIN 'nd consequently the antenna dimension in range which

increases swath width.
2. The dwell time used to avoid meteorological decorrelarion at

35 GHz was .0017 seconds. This is an approximate - lue over
the application range.

3. Clear air loss was assumed to be 2dB (.5dB/km over a 4 km
distance).

4. Peak power limits - 4 kilowatts maximum, average power - 220
watts (Table 3.2.2).

5. T - 700* (includes receiver noise figure - see Table 3.2.2).

6. RF losses 5.2dB
7. Spatial resolution vertical : 1 km
8. Spatial resolution horizontal S 6 km (maximum permissible)
9. The reflectivity as a function of cloud .ype that was used is

shown in Table 3.3.1.

The TSC space-based radar anal er SAR mode was used to produce
calculations at orbital altitudes for a 300 km circular orbit and a 833 km
circular orbit (DMSP orbit).

CALCULATION RESULTS:

For a low orbit:

Length of the synthetic aperture LSA

LSA (300 km altitude, I0° incidence angle)

LSA - 594M, vgd - 7382m/sec

TDWELL - TD - .08 sec (fully focilsed)

For a higher orbit such as DMFP:

LSA (833 km altitude, i0° incidence)

LSA - 1651m, vgd - 6578m/sec

TD - .25 sec (fully focused)

Table 3.3.2 provides a range of values for the orbits and
incidence geometries under consideration.

The maximum PRF to avoid ambiguities over the 18 km meteorological
altitude range is c/(2 x 18 km) or 8333 pulses per second where c is the
speed of light.

The along-track resolution (6AT) can be expressed as:
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TABLE 3.3.1 REFLECTIVITY AS A FUNCTION

OF CLOUD TYPE

CONDITION REFLECTIVITY

LIGHT RAIN -48dB m- 1 = 1.58 x 10 - 5 m-1

(lmm/hr)

CIRRUS CLOUDS -65dB m-1 = 3.16 x 10 - 7 m-1

STRATUS CLOUDS -85dB m-1 = 3 x 10 - 9 m-1

TABLE 3.3.2

NUMBER OF SAR LOOKS TO COMPLY

WITH THE METEOROLOGICAL DECORRELATION TIME LIMIT

AT 35 GHz

ORBITAL ALTITUDE 300 km 833 km

RADAR INCIDENCE o = 100 = 450 i  = 100

TD* .08 .11 .25 .33

IN SECONDS

TC** .0017 . >----------------------------------

IN SECONDS

# OF LOOKS 47 65 147 194

*TD IS THE SAR FULLY FOCUSED DWELL TIME

**TC IS THE METEOROLOGICAL DECORRELATION TIME LIMIT
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6AT - (DAT/2)m x # of looks

- 2.2m x # of looks

DAT is the along-track antenna dimension of 4.4m.

SAR fully focused TD

The number of looks - AfulfoseTD
meteorological decorrelation dwell time

limit T
c

SPATIAL RESOLUTION RESULTS:

# of looks (300 km altitude) - .08/.0017 - 48

# cf looks (833 km altitude) - 25/.0017 - 148
6AT (300 km altitude' - 106m

6AT (833 km altitude) - 326m

6VERT - 6SR/cosoi

6HOR - 6 SR/sinOi

6SR - slant range resolution

Let 6SR - 900m, 0i- 10 degrees

Then 6 - 914m and 6H - 5183m

The performance of the strip mapping METSAR designed with these
radar and mission parameters is summarized in Table 3.3.3. Note the
severely limited swath widths associated with stratus cloud detection.

3.3.3 SCANSAR MODE

To improve the swath width a SCANSAR mode was evaluated. This
approach is being considered for several applications (JPL - NASA EOS
design, Canada - Radarsat design) and is shown in Figure 3.3.2. SCANSAR
results in an increased swath width since only a few pulses are coherently
integrated in the strip mapping mode to comply with the .0017 sec
decorrelation time estimate. The resulting along-track resolution for SAR
is more than adequate, and the articulating beam SCANSAR provides a larger
swath.

SCANSAR can use a much wider antenna in the range or cross-track
direction (still less than the 4.4m limit) to produce a narrow footprint at

- 450 such that:

(X/DR) R/cosO i - 6 km

For an orbital altitude of 300 km

.008571 x 515132 x 1.41
DR" 6000 - .836 m
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For an orbital altitude of 833 km

.008571 x 1116694 x 1.41
DR - 6000 - 2.25 m

This will assure that 6H - 6 km

6v - 6SR x 1.41

6SR - 700m will assure adequate vertical resolution

The idea is to integrate in one position for Tc and then move the

beam (scan) to the next 6 km segment continuing this process over as wide a
swath area as possible on either side of the satellite. Using the same
parameters employed in Section 3.3.2 (i.e., loss budgets, 4.4m along-track
antenna length, 7000 antenna noise temperature) the SCANSAR has the added
advantage of significantly more antenna gain, compliance with all of the
spatial resolution requirements, and wider swath coverage.

The 300 km design will scan over a range from 47 km (10°

incidence) to 335 km (50° incidence) from the nadir and will detect Stratus
clouds. The 833 km design will scan over a range of 127 km (i0* incidence)
to 821 km (50° incidence) from the nadir and will handle Stratus clouds.
However, this design is similar to the scanning pencil beam altimeter
described in Section 3.2. A performance summary for SCANSAR is provided in
Table 3.3.4.

3.3.4 ADAPTATION OF THE METEOROLOGICAL SCANNING ALTIMETER FOR A HIGH
RESOLUTION. LIMITED SWATH SAR GROUND MAPPING MODE

Since the antenna is a dish, the range antenna dimension used in
the model will be 4.4 x .33 x .79 - 1.14m. A 300 km altitude circular orbit
and a 833 km altitude circular orbit will be investigated. A SCANSAR mode
is particularly applicable for this adaptation and this possibility is shown
in Tabe 3.3.5.

The 300 km altitude version can SCANSAR 6 scan positions or a
swath of approximately 30 km. The 833 km altitude version can SCANSAR 3
positions or a swath of approximately 21 km.

ASSUMPTIONS FOR THIS MODE ARE:

1. 35 GHz RADAR
2. 4.4m PARABOLIC DISH ANTENNA
3. 3 TO I BEAM SPOILING IN RANGE
4. 900 TO ALONG-TRACK STRIP MAPPING SAR
5. 500 INCIDENCE GEOMETRY
6. 4 kw PEAK AND 220W AVERAGE POWER LIMIT
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TABLE 3.3.3 STRIP MAPPING SAR MODE

POWER ANTENNA
SWATH (KW) S/N WIDTH

ALT (kim) PK AVG (dB) PCR (m)

LIGHT RAIN 300 153 3.4 .087 10 1 .02

833 100 3.9 .099 10 1 .07

CIRRUS 300 23 3.8 .098 10 1 .12
CLOUDS 833 14 3.8 .097 10 1 .52

STRATUS 300 6 3.1 .205 5 3 .44
CLOUDS 833 3 2.0 .155 5 3 2.45

PCR - PULSE COMPRESSION RATIO

TABLE 3.3.4 SCANSAR MODE
STRATUS CLOUD MAPPING

PCR =1, S/N = lOdB

POWER ANTENNA

SWATH (KW) WIDTH SCAN
(km) Pk AVG (a) POSITIONS

300 1M 288 1.74 .035 .84 48

ORBIT

833 km 694 2.70 .052 2.26 115

ORBIT

TABLE 3.3.5 HIGH RESOLUTION ALTIMETER - SCANSAR

RESOLUTION POWER

(a) SWATH (KW)
ALONG TRACK RANGE (km) PK AVG PCR

300 km 2.2 13 30 3.8 .042 40

ALTITUDE

833 km 2.2 13 21 3.9 .213 200

ALTITUDE
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3.3.5 METSAR MODE CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this study and the special virtues of
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) are in conflict. The meteorological
application requires:

1. A short integration time to avoid target decorrelation at 35
GHz, which was the frequency deemed most promising in study
analyses (see Section 3.2); this time was assumed to be .0017
seconds. In contrast, SAR systems rely on significant
coherent processing gain by using relatively long integration
periods.

2. Large area coverage rates to produce operationally useful
information. SAR systems notably produce low coverage rates
due to ambiguity limited beam dimensions coupled with the
desire to integrate over longer periods at each beam position.

Some of the SAR shortcomings can be overcome by limiting the
integration period and scanning the SAR beam (SCANSAR) but carrying this
approach to an operationally useful conclusion results in a SCANNING PENCIL
BEAM SOUNDER.

The SAR technique might be valuable as an adjunct to the Scanning
Pencil Beam Sounder. The SAR can provide higher resolution cloud images,
100 meters or less, and will sense STRATUS clouds. However, the swath width
is small (i.e., 6 km at 300 km orbital altitude). The SAR can also provide
high resolution land and ocean surface maps, 10 meters or less, with a swath
of 30 km if it is allowed to integrate over the full synthetic aperture.
This application is not a study objective, but could be considered as part
of an experimental program utilizing scatterometer, radiometer and high
resolution imaging radar capabilities as-ociated with the scanning altimeter
design.

Coupling this feature with the Scanning Pencil Beam Sounder is the
first step toward providing a multifunction radar (ALLRAD) able to:

1. Detect and map cloud bottom profiles with wide area coverage.
2. Provide high resolution land, sea and ice maps with useful

swaths of 50 kms or more.
3. Measure ocean surface roughness (scatterometry) to determine

wind speed (5-50 KT, ± 10%) and direction (200).
4. Measure surface wave height or sea state (± .5m from 1-20m).
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3.4 Surface Reflectivity

When observing the radar cells above the surface, the relatively
weak meteorological echoes can be corrupted by surface echoes entering the

radar receiver-through the antenna sidelobes. The clutter that presents the

greatest problems are, in order:

1) The first sidelobe in the vertical plane below the main beam,

2) Close in sidelobes in the vertical plane with pulse
compression,

3) The high reflectivity Nadir echo, and

4) The integrated sidelobes from other areas.

With the high antenna gain, the far out sidelobe rejection is

about 120 dB for the altimeter type antennas and somewhat less for other

configurations. Thus 3) and 4) are not significant contributors. Table
3.4.1 summarizes the limited available experimental data. The most
variation in areas of high incidence angle depends on the nature of the snow
(or ice).

Table 3.4.1 Reflectivity, ao, Vs Incidence Angle From Nadir

Frequency 450 30 °  200 150
Band

Land -10 dB -7 -6 -5 +4
Ku Snow -7 -6 -5 -4 +8

Sea -13 -8 -5 0 +10

Land -13 -10 -9 -8 +2

Ka Refrozen Snow -3 0 0 0 +2
Wet or Dry Snow -10 -8 -7 -6

Sea -13 - 8 -5 0 +6

W or Land -13 -10 -9 -8 0
140 GHz Refrozen Snow -4 -3 0 0 +2

Wet or Dry Snow -6 -5 -3 -

Sea -13 -8 -5 0 +6

There are a few indications that a does not change in any pattern

between 35 and 94 GHz for terrain or water. It is guessed that this will

hold for 140 GHz. Relatively smooth seas were used for 0*, relatively rough

seas were modeled for 300 and 45 ° .
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4.0 BASELINE SYSTEM EVOLUTION

The systems described in Section 3 are considered to be current
state-of-the-art. With the possible exception of the peak sidelobe
requirement, all of the system parameters are available in off the shelf
components, or demonstrated systems. Subsequent discussions with suppliers
(Sec. 5.1, 5.7) indicate that at Ka-band, the system noise temperature can
be reduced to 500' K, and The Harris Corp. indicated that a 500A - 700A
antenna can be built.

The proposed system in a low orbit does well against all models,
including the Stratus clouds. The same system in a high orbit is likely to
detect the weak Stratus cloud with slightly larger horizontal resolution
cells. Two transmitters will be suggested for the baseline to obtain more
energy and better reliability.

4.1 CONICAL SCANNING STRATEGY

A conical scan has been determined to be preferable to a nodding
scan. The nodding scan mechanism is suspect of being more vulnerable to
mechanical failure at the scan rates needed to support the ALLRAD swath and
sample spacing requirements. Furthermore, the scan through nadir approach
imposes variability on the observables since the radar IFOV size changes
with nadir angle as does the surface reflection coefficient. These
variabilities would complicate surface reference calibration and geophysical
parameter retrieval algorithms considerably.

The conical scan pattern in the atmosphere is illustrated in
Figure 4.1.1. Note that the back edge of the scan fills in across most of
the pattern. There are, however, a few critical diamond shaped areas,
symmetric to the pattern center, where the distance between the coverage
arcs is equal to the distance the satellite travels in one antenna
revolution. In an approximate sense, the distance between scan arcs in the
pattern center equals half the distance between scan arcs in a diamond
shaped area. For a 6 km along track sample spacing in the pattern center
(which corresponds to a 12 km spacing in the diamond areas), the antenna
must rotate at 38.7 rpm for a 300 km orbit and at 37.5 rpm at the 800 km
orbit. It was determined that these scan rates are too fast to allow the
dwell time necessary to meet the detection and estimation goals of the
ALLRAD radar. The high spin rates also call for a larger despin mechanism.

The solution chosen for reducing the antenna scan rate is to add a
second elevation beam. The second elevation beam is oriented to create a 6
km distance between the centers of the IFOV's of the two elevation beams (in
keeping with the preferred 6 km sampling density). The two-beam scan
pattern is illustrated in Figure 4.1.2 for the 800 km orbit and a 17 rpm
spin rate. The worst case distance between smaples at the center of the
first diamond area is 18 km. However, this sampling density is only present
over approximately 5% of the entire scan pattern. The distance between
samples is 6 km over the satellite subtrack and decreases significantly
towards the outer edges of the swath. Note that both elevation beams are
pulsed continously giving continuous coverage in the direction of rotation

of the antenna.
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Diamond Areas

Figure 4.1.1 Conical Scan Pattern
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4.2 WAVEFORM SELECTION AND NUMBER OF SAMPLES

This section discusses the selection of the best waveform for the
radar. It shows that a simple fixed pulse rate waveform is adequate, but
that not all echoes are independant.

The ALLRAD waveform is designed to maximize the detection
capabilities of the radar and to optimize the geophysical parameter
estimation capabilities of the instrument. The first objective motiv&tes a
duty-limited waveform for maximal transmitted energy. The second objective
requires a sufficient number of independent samples of the phenomena being
estimated. The constraints are resolution, atmospheric range ambiguities,
and system complexity.

4.2.1 Detection Considerations

In light of the above, the recommended ALLRAD waveform is a single
PRF, continuous pulse train, without pulse compression. The ALLRAD radar is
designed to detect very light stratus clouds. Under these conditions, the
matched filter range sidelobes must be less than -60 dB to avoid earth
surface interference. Pulse compressed, linear and non-linear FM waveforms
and processors do not give this kind of performance, especially with low
pulse compression ratios.

The two parameters to be determined are the pulselength and PRF.
The maximum pulselength is limited by the vertical radar resolution goal of
I km. For a 300 km orbit and 400 km swath, the maximum pulselength is 4
psec. For the 800 km orbit and 600 km swath, thc pulselength is 3.2 psec
which degrades the vertical resolution slightly.

The choice of PRF is more difficult and involves a few design
tradeoffs. The first consideration is power. The transmitter tubes
currently under investigation for the ALLRAD radar have peak powers which
range between 2 and 8 KW. A realistic constraint on average power is 200
watts. The duty limited PRF for a 2 KW system is approximately 25 KHz for
the 300 Km orbit and 30 KHz for the 800 Km orbit. For an 8 KW system, the
duty limited PRF is approximately 5.5 KHz at 300 Km and 8 KHz at 800 Km.
Figure 4.2.1 gives the duty-limited PRF as a function of peak power at both
orbital altitudes. A second consideration when choosing the PRF is the
atmospheric range ambiguity. The phenomena of interest to the ALLRAD radar
are within 18 Km of the earth surface. At the 300 Km altitude and the 800
Km altitude, the ambiguity-limited PRF's are 7.1 Khz and 7.8 Khz. According
to Figure 4.3.1, the full duty, unambiguous waveform necessitates 7 KW of
peak power for the 300 Km orbit and 8 KW of peak power for the 800 Km orbit.
Table 4.3.1 summarizes the waveform parameter limits for the ALLRAD radar.
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Table 4.2.1. ALLRAD Waveform Parameters Based on PRF,
Ambiguity and Average Power Limits.

Orbit Peak Ambiguity - Baseline Pulse Length Average
Altitude (Km) Power (KW) Limited PRF PRF (KHz) (psec) Power

Required? (KHz) (watts)

300 7 7.1 7 4 196

800 8 7.8 7 3.2 179.2

Examination of return signal fluctuation is necessary to determine
whether or not frequency agility can significantly contribute to the
detection capabilities of the ALLRAD radar. There are three sources of
temporal decorrelation for the distributed atmospheric target viewed from
space. The first is the doppler spread due to turbulence, wind shear, and
locally varying rainfall drop velocities. The power spectral density for
,-'ese effects is assumed Gaussian, and the standard deviation is modeled by
Dr. R. Crane (I m/s for 1mm/hr rain, .2 m/s for stratus, etc.). Because the
unnormalized Gaussian function is its own Fourier transform, the
autocorrelation function associated with the atmospheric spectral density is
Gaussian and easily computed. Table 4.2.2 summarizes the postulated
atmospheric spectral density, its autocorrelation function, and the
decorrelation time for various atmospheric conditions.

The second source of decorrelation is the effect due to antenna
scanning. Assume a 17 rpm antenna spin rate (see Section ) and a 7 KHz
PRF. The antenna rotates .014 degrees during one inter-pulse period. In
beam coordinates, this number is .006 degrees for the 300 Km orbit, and .004
degrees for the 800 Km orbit, which equals 1/18 and 1/27 of the two-way, 3
dB beamwidth respectively. There is not significant pulse-to-pulse
decorrelation due to antenna scanning for the 17 rpm spin rate. For
simplicity, a Gaussian beam shape is assumed to determine the
autocorrelation function of the beam radiation pattern in terms of azimuth
angle variation. Total decorrelation (p=O) due to antenna scanning occurs
in 2.85 milliseconds at 300 Km and 4.5 milliseconds at 80" Km. The beam
dwell time is 2 milliseconds at 300 Km and 3 milliseconds dt 800 Km. For
both satellite orbits the antenna scanning effect does not sufficiently
decorrelate the signal over the beam dwell time.

The third and dominant sour-- of decorrelation is the effect of

satellite translational motion. This effect yields a doppler spectrum which
is a "power weighted distribution of the radial velocities of the scatterers
that mostly lie within the resolution volume" Goldhirsh (2]. The power
weight is a function of the reflectivity of the- scatterers, the antenna

radiation pattern, and the pulse width. Doviak and Zrnic' [131 derive an
integral over surfaces of constant velocity within the pulse resolution
volume which gives the doppler spectrum. A simplified approach is used for
this study which is based upon a two dimensional integral over the
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Table 4.2.2 Atmospheric Spectral Characteristics

The atmospheric spectral density can be written;

G(f) - exp -f 2

22

pI(r) -exp (- 2waf 2r2

af- 2a

ASSUMED

OBSERVABLE DOPPLER SPREAD (a , m/sec) af (Hz) DECORREIATION TIME

p=O (seconds)

I mm/hr Rain 1 235 4.2 E-3

16 mm/hr Rain 2 470 Z.1 E-3

Stratus .2 47 2.1 E-2

Cirrus .2 47 2.1 E-2
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combinations of azimuth and elevation angle which form isodops on the
elliptical pulse area formed by the intersection of the atmosphere and the
azimuth and elevation beams. Atmospheric reflectivity is assumed constan-
on this area and integral limits are allowed to go to the 6 dB one-way beam

limit. The integral can be expressed as,

P dv - f f(8 -,-)dd ]dvr

where,

P - expected powerr

f(0,0) - antenna radiation pattern.

A numerical integration was performed over 10,C00 points to yield the IFOV
doppler spectrum as a function of scan angle from the platform velocity
vector. Figure 4.2.2 illustrates the doppler spectrum for a 300 Km orbit at
scan angles of 0, 30, 60, and 90 degrees from the satellite track. Figure
4.2.3 illustrates the doppler spectrum for a 800 Km orbit for the same
assortment of scan angles. The spectrum at each scan angle has been shifted
down to a 20 m/s zero point so that the spectral widths can be compared.
Note for both cases that the spectrum is most narrow in the along track
direction and widest in the cross track direction. Figures 4.3.4 and 4.3.5
give the ALLRAD IFOV first and second sp-ctral moments for the 300 and 801

Km orbits. For a 300 Km orbit, the variance of the power spectrum does not
exhibit as much sensitivity to scan angle as for the 800 Km orbit.

The information provided above can be used to determine whether a

frequency agile waveform is worth the attendant increase in system
complexity. First, it is appropriate to define fluctuation loss as "the
increase in signal-to-noise ratio required to achieve the same detection
probability, Pd' and false alarm probability, Pfa' for a fluctuating target

as for a nonfluctuating target" Bucknam [3]. The fluctuation loss increases

significantly (10 to 20 dB depending on the Pd) as the pulse-*Q-pulse

correlation coefficient approaches unity. Frequency agility can be used to
recover some of this loss. In order to determine the fluctuation loss for

the ALLRAD system, it is necessary to form the composite autocorrelation

function, p c(r), as follows;

pc(r) - Pl(r) P2 (r) P3 (r)

where,

p (r) - autocorrelation function due to postulated atmospheric

motion spectrum,

P2(r) - autocorrelation function due to antenna scanning

p3 (r) - autocorrelation function due to satellite motion.

The composite autocorielation function can be used it. the following equation

to determine the equivalent number of independent pulses, Ne , for N pulses
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integrated;

N N2

e N-i 2

N+ 2Z(N-m)p c()
rn-I

Figure 4.2.6 gives Ne for the 300 and 800 Km orbits as a function of scan

angle. The fluctuation loss for a given number of independent pulses and a
given Pd can be determined by using the curves developed by Kanter in (35].

Figure 4.2.7 is the chart from [35] for a .9 Pd (which is high for this

application). The solid line in Figure 4.2.7 indicates that for 2
"effective" pulses integrated the fluctuation loss is slightly greater than
4 dB. For 3 independent pulses integrated, the fluctuation loss is slightly
less than 3 dB. According to Figures 4.2.6 and 4.2.7, the worst case
fluctuation losses (corresponding to the off-track scan angles) at the 300
and 800 Km orbits are 3.1 dB and 3.5 dB respectively. Considering that the
best case fluctuation loss is about 1 dB (p=O), the gains to be made by
using frequency agility are 2.1 and 2.5 dB. Note, however, that more than 2
frequencies are needed to achieve these gains, and that in the along-track
direction the frequency agility gain is less than 1 dB. If the Pd is

reduced to .7, then the fluctuation loss is insignificant and use of
frequency agility does not enhance radar sensitivity. In summary, if a high
Pd (>.90) were needed for the ALLRAD radar, then frequency agility can yield

approximately 2 dB gain in sensitivity at the off-track scan angles.

4.2.2 Estimation Considerations

The ALLRAD waveform impacts the geophysical parameter estimation
capabilities of the instrument via the number of independent samples
available to smooth the statistical uncertainties associated with the
phenomena being measured (rain signal fluctuation, attenuation fluctuation).
There are several algorithms which can be used for parameter estimation for
the ALLRAD instrument. One algor.thm may be best suited for heavy rain,
another algorithm may be best suited for light rain, and some of the
algorithms may incorporate radiometric measurements and scatterometer type
of measurements. In short, it is difficult to determine whether the 3 to 6
independent samples per resolution cell provided by the current waveform is
sufficient for the estimation problem without considerable investigation
into the algorithms which may be used. This subject is discussed in section
4.4. If more than 3 to 6 independent samples are needed for sufficient
estimation accuracy, then frequency agility is one posssible solution.
Another solution to be considered is expansion of the measurement cell
resolution to 3 or possibly more radar resolution cells when measurement
conditons are difficult. It should be noted that the pulse width
comnutation made to satisfy the I km vertical resolution goal does not
include the pulse envelope and the antenna pattern responses. The top and
bottom edges of the 1 km vertical cell are really at the 6 dB down point
when these responses are taken into consideration. Therefore, additional
samples will be available in the vertical dimension of the measurement cell.
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4.3 Radar Parameter Selection and Detection Capabilities

This section presents the baseline radar parameters and the
resultant radar detection capabilities. Table 4.3.1 lists the baseline
radar parameters. The system has a short, uncompressed pulse and relies on
a relatively large power-aperture product and a maximum unambiguous PRF for
sensitivity. There are two transmitters, one for each elevation beam. Both
transmitters operate synchronously with the same waveform and duty factor.

ALLRAD radar detection capabilities are presented in terms of
signal excess above a somewhat arbitrarily chosen threshold setting. The

threshold is set to yield a 50% probability of detection and a 10
6

probability of false alarm. It is likely that this false alarm probability
can be relaxed for a real system. The 50% detection probability is
convenient because signal fluctuation does not affect the ALLRAD radar
detection capabilities for detection probabilities less than about 90% and
Swerling case 2 Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves can be used to
evaluate threshold settings.

The radar detection capabilities are evaluated for three spatial
resolution cases; (1) 2 km or very high resolution, (2) 6 km or high
resolution, and (3) 25 km or medium resolution. In each case the number of
pulses which can be integrated over the resolution area is determined using
the scan pattern and spatial sampling described in Section 4.1. Table 4.3.2
gives the number of pulses integrated and the corresponding threshold (.9

P -6
Pd' 10 Pfa ) for the three resolution cases and the 300 and 800 orbit

altitudes. Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 give signal excess for the 300 km orbit
(400 km swath) and the 800 km orbit (600 km swath) respectively for the
three resolutioin cases given above. Signal excess is evaluated at the
bottom of the cloud to account for the full attenuation effect on the
signal. At 300 km the radar detects stratus clouds at 2 km resolution with
4 dB signal excess. At 800 km the radar is. 1 dB shy of detecting stratus at
high resolution, but will detect stratus with 5 dB signal excess at 25 km
resolution. Tables 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 indicate that heavy rain is easily
detected at both orbital altitudes. It should be noted that the per pulse
signal-to-noise ratio reaches zero for rain rates above 30 mm/hr. Non-
coherent processing gain will allow detection of cloud bottoms for rates as
high as 40 mm/hr.
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Table 4.3.1 HIGH ORBIT RADAR/RADIOTETER

Frequency (Radar) 35.6 ± .30 GHz

Frequency (Radiometer) 36.6 37.6 GHz

Altitude of Satellite 800 km polar

Antenna Diameter 4.1 Meters

Beamwidths (one way) .15 - .16 Degrees

Horizontal Resolution 2 km

First Sidelobes (35dB design) 31 dB

Gain (GTGR)(40 efficiency) 59.7 dB

Number of Transmitters/Recs. 2

Transmit positions 2 Per Transmitter

Peak Power (per transmitter) 6.2 kw

Average Power (per transmitter) 150 watts

Pulse Repetition Frequency (Nominal) 7 kHz

Pulse Duration 3-4 Microseconds

Vertical Resolution <1 km

Transmitter Loss (to feeds) 2.50 dB

Pattern Losses 1.0 dB

LR, Receiver loss (included in TS)

TV , System Noise Temp. (LR - 2.0dB) 500 *K

Filter and Detector losses 1.0 dB

Distribution and/or CFAR loss 1.0 dB

Swath Diameter 400,600 km

Nadir Angles 13.6,20 Degrees

Rotation Rate (Approx.) 17 RPM

Pointing Accuracy (-1K) .11 Degrees
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4.4 ALGORITHMS FOR SPATIAL EXTENT, RAIN RATE AND LIQUID WATER CONTENT
RETRIEVAL, AND PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION

Algorithms are necessary to convert the radar received power
measurements into useful geophysical quantities. The quantities which
directly relate via algorithms to the radar received power levels are the

following: "equivalent radar reflectivity factor" Ze(mm /m 3 ) for both cloud

and rain expressed in dBZ, the "cloud liquid water content" M(g/m 3), and the
"equivalent rain rate intensity" Re(mm/hr). The intermediate and most
difficult step in the conversion process is to determine the relative
contributions of cloud/rain backscatter (q) and path integrated attenuation
(a) to the power level measured at the output of the radar envelope
detector. At Ka-band, attenuation becomes a factor at rain rates greater
than 1 mm/hr and penetration depths of 1 km and greater. The problem which
is difficult to solve with algorithms alone is the estimation of two
unknowns given a single measurement.

There are several methods available for obtaining a second
independent measurement which makes the estimation problem tractable. For
ground based radars, the use of dual polarization differential reflectivity
techniques has been investigated with success by Goldhirsh, Bringi and
Seliga, Ulbrich, and others. However, for the space-based geometry under
consideration for ALLRAD, the use of dual polarization is not likely to
yield sufficiently independent measurements. Dual frequency techniques have
been investigated for space borne radars by Goldhirsh [1], and exhibit
increased estimation accuracy. However, this is a somewhat expensive option
and does not contribute to the primary mission of the radar; measurement of
cloud tops and bottoms. It is suggested that radiometric measurements (19
and 37 GHz) of path integrated liquid water content be used to obtain "total
attenuation" estimates over the ocean. Over land, a surface reference
technique is suggested which uses earth surface radar backscatter
measurements (like a SCATTEROMETER) to estimate "total attenuation". The
"total attenuation" estimate will be an input into an algorithm which,
constrained by cloud and rain vertical extent measurements, outputs a
vertical attenuation profile which can be used in conjunction with other
classical algorithms to estimate rain rate. These algorithms are discussed
in greater detail in Section 4.5.

4.4.1 Spatial Extent

Spatial extent is determined using both the detection and
estimation functions of the ALLRAD instrument. Radar detection in the
atmosphere answers the question; is there cloud mass or rain present within
a given radar resolution cell? Maps of areal extent of rain and/or clouds
are obtained from the three-dimensional grid of detection decisions which
correlate to given radar cell samples. The accuracy of such a map is
determined by the detection probability and false alarm probability
associated with the threshold used to make detection decisions. The map
resolution is determined by the radar resolution, and the lateral and
vertical distance between radar cells. The radar resolution for a 300 km
orbit is approximately 1.5km x 1.5km x 1km. The anticipated lateral spacing
is 6 km. The vertical spacing is overlapped as illustrated in figure 4.4.1.
Interpolation techniques can be used to obtain cloud bottom altitude
estimates which are accurate to a few hundred meters.
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A four dimensional map, a point on which is identified by position
(longitude, latitude, and altitude), and either rain rate or liquid water
content, can be generated using the detection map described above and the
output of the estimation algorithms. Such a map gives the spatial extent of
the various classes of the phenomena being ovserved (e.g., 10 mm/hr rain,
stratus clouds, cirrus clouds, etc.) as a set of intensity contours.

4.4.2 Rain Rate and Atmospheric Liquid Water Content (LWC) Retreival

This section discusses the "backscatter method" and the
"attenuation coefficient method" as they apply to the ALLRAD radar. It also
presents the ways in which the scatterometer and radiometer measurements may
be used to enhance the rain rate and LWC retreival accuracy of ALLRAD.

4.4.2.1 Backscatter Method

The backscatter method will be primarily used for the following
3conditions; (i) non-precipitating clouds to estimate LWC in g/m3 , (2) rain

rates less than 2 mm/hr over entire vertical extent of the atmosphere, (3)
rain rates greater than 2 mm/hr for a few hundred meter- into the top of the
cloud. Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 show the ALLRAD sensitivity (per pulse) in
the .1 to 2 mm/hr interval and the 2 to 50 mm/hr interval respectively at
various penetration depths into the rain (at the 300 km orbit). Visual
inspection of the curves indicates that the attenuation effect (a) dominates
over the increase in atmospheric reflectivity (q) as the rain rate increases
beyond 5 mm/hr at Ka band. Another way to interpret these curves is that
there is adequate signal-to-noise to define the rainfall rate in the top 3
km of the 4 km thickness to above 50 mm/hr.

The backscatter method described herein is developed in greater
Oetail in various sources by Goldhirsh [36], [2], [5]. The method described
b~low is for rain. An equivalent method can be used to estimate LWC. The
backscatter method is based on the formulation of the mean radar echo power
for rain backscatter which can be treated as the following:

Pv - Co exp [ " f kpdlj

where, C - radar constant
O

k - attenuation due to precipitationP

H - along beam axis
-y - .461

The path integrated effects of attenuation ai ignored which gives rise to
the definition of an effective reflectivity defined as,

e " exp [ f k dH - AR B

The coefficients A and B are determined empirically for a given frequency
• ARB

and drop size distribution. Empirical relations of the form n - AR abound
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in the meteorological literature for various combinations of freque.cy ard
drop size distribution. At 35 GHz, and a Marshall-Palmer Drop Size
Distribution, Goldhirsh gives A-2.29E-5 and B-1.192 in [36]. Using
substitution, the effective rain rate, R e can be determined from the radare'

echo power using the following equation:

Re - (mm/hr).

R approximates the true rain rate when attenuation effects are minimal.e

Assuming that the rain or clouds fill the radar resolution cell,
there are two major sources of error which contribute to distortions in rain
rate profiles obtained using the backscatter method.* The first source of
error is a bias which occurs because of the assumption that the signal is
not attenuated. There is always some attenuation even in very light rains.
Figures 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 illustrate effective rain rate (R e) versus true rain
rate at .1 to 2 mm/hr and 2 to 30 mm/hr respectively as measured by the

ALLRAD instrument. In each case, a uniform vertical rain profile is
assumed. For a I mm/hr rain, the effective rain rate is 10% down from the
actual rain rate at a 1 km depth. For a I mm/hr rain and a 4 km depth, the
effective rain rate is 48% down from the actual rain rate. For a 2 mm/hr
rain rate and a I km depth, the effective rain rate is 19% down from the
true rain rate. For a 2 mni/hr rain and a 4 km depth, the effective rain
rate is 54% down form the true rain rate. For rain rates greater than 2 or
3 mm/hr and depths greater than a few tens of meters, the effective rain
rate is significantly lesser than the actual rain rate. For example, the
error is greater than 70% when the rain rate is greater than 10 mm/hr and
the measurement depth is greater than I km.

The second source of error originates from the process of
estimating the effective reflectivity, qe' The actual return signal

fluctuates according to the decorrelation effects outlined in the previous
section, and the receiver noise is a stochastic process (a set of
independent, identically distributed random variables). The standard

* The effects of uncertainty in the drop size distribution are not explored

here.
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deviation associated with a given mean signal power, Pv. at a given instant

is,

+ 1FC +) 2 + 1 (A1R) 21/s Pv N + N N --
n

where, N - number of signal samples
SNR - Signal-to-Noise Ratio (per pulse)
Nn - number of samples averaged to estimate the mean receiver

noise.

Because the receiver noise is assumed to be a stationary process, very
accurate estimates of receiver noise power are possible using long term
averages. This allows the foregoing equation to reduce to the following:

111/

The number of samples, N, averages to obtain the mean rain signal power is
equal to the number of independent pulses obtained per 3 dB, 2 way beam
pattern, unless spatial averaging is used (radar cell to radar cell). This
number depends on orbit altitude and scan angle, and was computed in the
previous section (ALLRAD Waveform) of this report to be between 3 and 6.

The error, as, in estimating the equivalent reflectivity due to

signal fluctuation, can be converted to a rain rate estimation error in
mm/hr using,

Pv + 1 1i/2

CR 0 GA ( N

Figures 4.4.6 through 4.4.9 illustrate this error for rain rates between .1
and 50 mm/hr and 4 independent sample cases (3, 6, 10, and 20). It is
possible for the ALLRAD instrument to average over a few radar cells to
obtain close to 20 independent samples if the increase in accuracy is
warranted. Figure 4.4.6 illustrates the sensitivity of estimation error to
the number of independent samples for a I km penetration depth for rain
rates between .1 and 2 mm/hr. The effective reflectivity estimation error
at 1 mm/hr from this chart is 58% for three samples averaged and 25% for 20
samples averaged. Therefore, for a 1 mm/hr rain rate, at a 1 km depth, the
estimation accuracy can be improved significantly by increasing the number
of samples from 3 to 20. According to Figure 4.4.8, for a 1 mm/hr rain
rate, at a 4 km depth, the estimation accuracy can be improved only 22%.
For higher rain rates (and greater penetration depths), the estimation error
decreases because the signal is attenuated to such an extent that the
effective reflectivity is very low. Figure 4.4.7 illustrates this effect
for a 1 km measurement depth and rain rates between 2 and 50 mm/hr.

In order to determine total rain rate measurement error for the
backscatter method, it is necessary to combine the effective rain rate bias
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with the effective reflectivity estimation error. Table 4.4.1 gives the
total measurement error for cases pertinent to ALLR&D. As expected, Table
4.4.1 indicates that the worst case rain rate estimation error increases
with rain rate and measurement depth. The difference between 6 sample and
20 sample estimations varies depending on rain rate. Typical of the
backscatter technique, a 10 mm/hr rain is measured more accurately at the
top of the rain than a 1 mm/hr rain is after attenuation through a 4 km
depth.

There are two ways to obtain greater accuracy with the backscatter
method. First, at lower rain rates (less than 2 mm/hr) and at shallow
measurement depths (less than 1 km), the only way to increase accuracy is to
increase the number of samples by spatial averaging (or to use frequency
agility). The cost is reduced resolution for the estimated parameters.
Detection decisions are still made at full resolution except for very light
stratus clouds.

Second, at higher rain rates and greater measurement depths, an
independent measurement of attenuation is useful. If the total path
integrated attenuation can be measured by scatterometer or radiometer
measurements, then an attenuation profile can be inferred using rain rate
measurements from the top of the rain mass and an estimate of the melting
layer altitude. The attenuation profile is used to obtain a more accurate
effective reflectivity which will increase the accuracy of the estimation of
rain rate. If the inferred attenuation profile is accurate enough, then the
backscatter method can be used for any combination of rain rate and
measurement depth where the signal is adequate.

4.4.2.2 Attenuation Coefficient Method

The attenuation coefficient method can be used for rain rates
greater than 2 mm/hr over the entire vertical extent of the atmosphere.
Similar to the backscatter technique, the attenuation coefficient method is
based on an empirical relationship between atmospheric attenuation and rain
rate which is given by,

a- aR b

According to [36], at 35 GHz the coefficient "a" equals .235 and the
exponent "b" equals 1. The linear relation between attenuation and rain
rate at Ka-band is independent of drop size distribution. The same is true
for the relation between attenuation and cloud LWC.

The attenuation coefficient method is based on a relative power
measurement between two different penetration depths in the rain (or cloud).
An average path attenuation coefficient is assumed between the two different
depths (hI and h2 ) which is defined as:

I fh2
a - (hh1) k(H)d

(h 2 -h) h8
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The average path attenuation coefficient can also be defined in terms of
return signal power, Pv(h), and reflectivity, t7(h), as follows:

5 IP v(h1)] 5 [(hl)

Thh-- + I~- ol

1)L oI ~ 2j hh 1) Lo 1 0 1(h 2)
The assumption is made that the rain rate is uniform throughout the vertical
extent of the atmosphere which makes the second term in the equation above
disappear. Based upon the uniform rain rate assumption, an error value of
the average path attenuation coefficient is defined,

5 v(h

e (h2-hl) Log10 vh2

which is related to the estimated rain rate as,

- b
e e

There are two problems with using the attenuation coefficient
method with the ALLRAD radar. First, it is very rare that the rain rate is
uniform thrcighout the vertical extent of a system. If the rain rate
increases substantially with decreasing altitude (which occurs at the bright
band), then the attenuation estimate is negative. Usually a rain rate
estimate is not made when the attenuation coefficient is negative resulting
in data dropout in the upper part of the brightband. Also, smaller
perturbations in the rain rate with decreasing altitude will bias the
attenuation coefficient and cause errors in the rain rate estimate. Second,
a large number of samples is necessary to smooth the statistical
uncertainties associated with the attenuation coefficient. Figure 4.4.10 is
a chart of the estimation errors which arise from the statistical

uncertainties associated with a e for a penetration depth of 1 km and four

different sample sizes. Note that it takes a 10 mm/hr rain to bring the
estimation error down to 100% when using 6 samples. At 20 mm/hr, the
estimation error is still 55% when 6 samples are averaged. When 100 samples
are averaged, the attenuation coefficient method works well for 5 mm/hr
rains and greater. For the ALLRAD baseline, between 16 and 33 radar cells
are necessary to obtain 100 independent samples which degrades the
meteorological resolution considerably. It is possible that the attenuation
coefficient method would be used for heavy rain situations with a maximum of
20 pulses averaged.

4.4.2.3 Recommendations

The proposed system would use a combination of the backscatter
method, the total attenuation derived from the radiometer and scatterometer,
and some of the radiometer algorithms developed for SSM/I. The combination
should result in better accuracy than can be acheived with each of the
individual sensors.
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4.5 SUPPLEMENTARY USE OF RADIOMETERS AND SCATTEROMETERS

While earlier studies (Coldhirsh [2], TRMM Studies [111) indicated

that a second system at a different carrier frequency (prcoably at Ku band)

was desired to remove the unknown attenuation and "calibrate" the radar

system, its utility in the primary goal of cloud measurement is not evident

since sensitivity at other lower frequency bands is not adequate. Thus

other methods were explored to calibrate the radar that need only yield data

in moderate to heavy rains where attenuation is substantial.

Consider that the baseline Radar Sounder consists of a large dish

scanning a circular swath on the earth surface as was shown on Fig. 1.1. In

the baseline system the nadir angle is 23°. It is noted that there are

range cells where the radar is impinging on the surface, and if the

reflectivity (a ) is estimated, the system is a "SCATTEROMETER", and when

over the oceans the output can be used to estimate wind speed and direction

similar to the SEASAT SCATTEROMETER or the Scatterometer proposed for NROSS.
However, there is an uncertainty in the measurement of a0 due to the

absorbtion in the precipitation, and a change in reflectivity due to

droplets falling on the surface.

Over land the reflectivity is surprisingly constant ir, many areas

of the earth (Jones et. al. in Elachi [33] Chapter 8) at about 230

incidence, with the spread being only about 2.3 dB between the 20% and 80%

points on the distribution. Thus if the radar is calibrated in the absence

of clouds or rain, it should be able to estimate the total path attenuation
in the presence of clouds or rain. In addition one of the major
uncertainties in a is due to soil moisture. This can be estimated with

0

radiometers at 19 GHz or lower.

Referring back to the calibration of the radar over water, there

is a third independent measurement of estimating rainfall rate. If the

Radar Sounder is not transmitting, its highly sensitive receiver yields the
major portion of an excellent microwave radiometer. Studies have indicated

that this is another way of estimating rainfall rates over the ocean.

Wilheit et al. (1977, 1982) and the SSM/I Users Guide provided a partial

validation of this measurement as is shown on Fig. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 which are

models from the SSMI Users Guide [36]. The result indicates potential

measurement of brightness temperature can be related to rainfall rate in

rain up to greater than 16 mm/hour. Absorption/emission and scattering

contribute to the measured temperature. One of the uncertainties in that

estimate is due to lack of knowledge of the freezing level. However

freezing level should be easily estimated by the Radar Sounder. This

radiometer should be unique in that the horizontal resolution will be about

2 km which is far better than in other proposed experiments in that this

resolution is small compared to the correlation distance of storms and beam

filling is more likely.

It should also be practical to operate the Radar Sounder and the

Radiometer simultaneously if the radiometer band (about 1 GHz wide) is

separated from the radar band by about i GHz. For example the radar could

operate at 35.6 GHz and the radiometer from 36.6 to 37.6 GHz. A separate

receive feed on the same aperture will be proposed for an additional linear
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dual-polarized radiometer channel at perhaps 19.3 GHz. At frequencies below
the 22 GHz watervapor absorption line, absorption/emission is the dominant
factor while at 37 GHz both absorption/emission and scattering affect the
measured brightness temperature.

It is these three (or four) sensors, sharing a common large
antenna that form the key elements of a system that should provide a unique
opportunity to study all the different phases of precipitation over land and
sea areas. It will simultaneously provide high resolution data on the sea
surface and its interaction with the atmosphere. The resolution should be
adequate to estimate the state and motion of sea ice. The proposed system
would have better than 1.0 km resolution in all three dimp-inn if plnred
in a low altitude orbit. In a high orbit (>800 km) the radar resolution
would be about 2 km. The meteorological resolution would be larger where
the greatest sensitivity is required. For example stratus clouds are often
reasonably uniform over 12 km in the plane of the earth. The radar cell
outputs would be averaged (post-detection integrated) into the larger cells.
Signal-to-noise ratio would increase somewhat faster than the square root of
the number of radar cells averaged, and the uncertainty in the reflectivity
estimate would decrease by a similar ratio.

The relationship between radar and radiometer measurements and
meteorological and oceanographic phenomena is of course quite complex and
will be addressed in later sections. Table 4.5.1 summarizes some of the
relationships that will be utilized. Note that on the Table, LWCh refers to

the liquid water content in the radar resolution cell at a given altitude
above the earth. ah refers to the attenuation through that cell. When

there is no subscript, the term represents the summation through the entire
atmosphere.

The emphasis to this point has been on the nature of the sensor
and its evolution. The system itself evolved from the inability to
accurately solve the reflectivity - rain , cloud) liquid water content
equation in the presence of significant ac .i-ition (a). Thus the
RADIOMETER and SCATTEROMETER were brought i. the system in that they will
independently solve other algorithms that have been developed to determine
total path attenuation and estimate rainfall rate (R) assuming that the
altitude distribution of the precipitation is known. Since the Radar
Sounder will know the altitude distribution, the total path attenuation will
thus provide an invaluable aid to "calibrate" the Sounder.
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TABLE 4,5.1 Multi Sensor '.!ececr: ogical Instrument

INSTRUMENT 'EATHER SEA SURFACE LAN p

RADAR SOUNDER fh - LWCn ao - H1/3

%- LW"C a - LWC

SCATTEROMETER a - H1/3,V_ a = CONSTANT

a- LWC a - LWC

RADIOMETER Tw - LWC, ICE T$ = H1/3

- LWC

REFLECTIVITY a - SURFACE REFLECTIVITY

LVC - LIQUID WATER CONTENT V - WIND VELOCITY VECTOR

A - ATTENUATION H1/3 - SIGNIFICANT WAVE HEIGHT

* NEAR CONTANT SLIGHTLY OFF NADIR
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4.6 SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAMS

This section presents preliminary, functional system block
diagrams of the ALLRAD instrument design. Figure 4.6.1 is a top level
system diagram. It shows the top level functional areas and the interfaces
between them.

Figure 4.b.2 is a more detailed radar system block diagram. As
indicated, the low noise RF amplifier feeds the received radar signal to a
Local Oscillator (LO) where the signal is mixed down to produce the IF
signal. Next, the IF signal is mixed with a Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO) signal which contains the expected Doppler shift. The resultant
velocity compensated signal is matched filtered and converted to bi-polar
video via two LO's which are 900 apart in phase. These in-phase (I) aE'd
quadrature-phase (Q) signals are A/D converted and sent to the signal
processor. The root-mean-square noise estimator is used to estimate the
receiver noise power over large sample sizes which is used for instrument
calibration end geophysical parameter retreival algorithms.

it should be determined at a later time if both polarization
channels of a 3 GHz radiometer be implemented. If circular polarization is
used and only one sense is necessary, one of the polarizations out of the
array feed should be used for radar and the other for the radiometer. If
linear polarization is implemented, the radar and radiometer can share the
wideband low-noise amplifier and then split by a frequency duplexer.
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5.0 SYSTEM IMPLMENTATION BASED ON HARDWARE STATE OF THE ART

5.1 TRANSMITTER AND POWER SUPPLY SELECTION

A survey was made on possible radar transmitter tubes, and it is
believed that at least one type meets the requirements. A brief summary
table of available tubes is shown on Table 5.1.1. There are several
possibilities at 35 GHz including Traveling Wave Tubes, klystrons and
Electronic Interaction Amplifiers (EIA). Magnetrons were not considered as
they are noisier and out of favor with those assigning spectrum allocations.
The Traveling Wave Tubes are less desireable due to the generally higher
anode-cathode voltages (e.g., 37 kv) that are undesireable in space. While
the EIA has the lowest voltages, the peak power is limited to considerably
less than desired. The klystron and especially variations of the Varian
(California) VKA 1852 seem to be most suited to the radar application.

The basic tube has been in the Varian catalog for at least seven
years and about 20 have been delivered. The variant of most interest is the
five cavity version that produces 6520 watts peak power shown on Table
5.1.2. Two tubes have been built for a missile seeker application where
shock and vibration would far exceed satellite launch conditions.

A higher peak power version which would produce 10 kw of power is
shown on Table 5.1.3. Both of these tubes can produce high average power
with liquid cooling, but it is recommended that the average power be limited
to 150 watts and use the simpler conduction cooling. They use permanent
magnets and only weigh 12-15 pounds. Beam voltage is about 18 kv.

A tube for this application would only need 4 cavities which would
Pllow a smaller and simpler tube, with lower drive power but would reduce
the bandwidth to about 40 MHz. This bandwidth is far more than needed for
the proposed application. The lower drive power will allow the use of
simple solid state drivers.

The tube would need to be space qualified with the key item being
the lifetime. The current cathodes yield 6000-10,000 hours. Varian is
working on a program to achieve !00,000 hour lifetimeq on other tubes. A
recommended program would be a complete paper design (-$25K, 3 months)
followed by building samples with current cathodes and parallel efforts on a
longer life cathode. Final tubes with space aqlalification testing would
complete the program in about 3 years. The time scale fits well. The non
recurring cost estimate for space qualification is $1.0-1.2 million with
subsequent tubes costing about $75K.

The high voltage power supply is also a critical item for
spacecraft, but the voltages are not uncommon for military spacecraft. In
this system, the very moderate and fixed PRF and pulse duration will
simplify the power supply design.

The radar transmitter includes the transmitter tube (a Varian

Klystron), the high voltage power supply, the modulator plus monitoring and
other periphrel equipment. The tube and the high voltage power supply a-e
the more critical items.
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TABLE 5.1.1

Transmit Tubes for 35 GHz

Manufacturer Varian Hughes Hughes Varian Varian Varian

Type EIO TWT TWT Kyl. TWT Mag.

Freq. Range (GHz) 33-36 33.5-36.5 33-36 34.5-35.5 34.86

Bandwidth (0 dB) 70 MHz 3000 3000 130 1000

Peak Power (kw) 2 4 3.5 2.5/6.6* 30 150

Avg. Power (W) 200 120/220 175 250/300* 3000 75

Duty Factor .10 .03 .05 .10/104* .10 .0005

Weight (Kg) 13 7.7 72.7**

Anode-Cathode (KV) 8 37 14/20 47 23

Anode-Body (KV) 14 73

Pulse Width (gs) 10 100

Cathode Current (A) 1.0 1.1 1.0 4/5 22

Length (inches) 13 18 21 6 25

Efficiency 18%

Gain (dB) 46 45 46 50

Cooling liquid air/liquid liquid liquid

* Projected in 1982

** Full Amplifier Package with 921H Tube
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TA 9E 5.1.2

Five Cavity K1vstron Amlifier

MIN ism MAX

Peak Power Output (acrcss band) 5000 6250 W ----

Average Power Output (across band) ........ 800 W
Efficiency (band edge) 16% 17% ----

Efficiency (band center) ---- 21% ....

Bandwidth 100 120 M.Iz* ....

Ripple ... . --- ± 0.5 dB
RF Drive ---- 0.63 W* 0.8 W

Beam Voltage .... 18.3 kV 18.8 kV
Beam Current (Peak) ---- 1.61 A 1.68 A
Body Current (Peak) ---- 13 mA 60 mA
Grid Bias On +350 +371 V +403 V
Grid Bias Off ---- -371 V -403 V
Grid Current (Peak) --- 5 mA 15 mA
Heater Voltage 5.6 6.0 V 6.3 V
Heater Current 2.7 A 3.5 A
Diameter --- 4.4"

Magnet Length 3.3" ----

Package Length 6.3" ----

Package Weight ---- 12.3# 15.1#

* About 90 mW drive with a 65 MHz bandwidth.

From Varian, California
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TABLE 5.1.3

Five Cavity Klystron Amplifier (10 kw)

MIN NOM MAX

Peak Power Output (across band) 8000 W 10000 W

Average Power Output (max within
band, liquid cooled) --- --- 1000 W
Average Power Output (max within
band, conduction cooled) --- --- 200 W

Efficiencv (band edge) 16% 17% ---

Efficiency (band center) --- 21% ---

Bandwidth 50 MHz 65 MHz ---

Ripple --- --- 0.5 dB

RF Drive --- 90 mW 120 mW

Beam Voltage --- 22.0 KV 23.0 KV
Beam Current (peak) --- 2.12 A 2.5 A
Body Current (peak) --- 13 mA 60 mA
Grid Swing (on/off) --- +/- 460 V +/- 500 V
Grid Current (peak) --- 5 mA 15 mA
Heater Voltage 5.6 V 6.0 V 6.3 V
Heater Current --- 2.7 A 3.5 A
Diameter --- 4.8 in. ---

Magnet Length --- 4.3 in. ---

Package Length --- 7.3 in. ---

Package Weight 15.3 lbs. 17.5 lbs.
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The power supply is difficult in the sen that it m,,st be
physically large to handle the high voltages without arcing and to restart
if there is an arc in the tube or power supply. The tube is the longer lead

time item as the power supply ca.n be built for space in aboul 2 years.
However, there are very few contractors that have built these supplies for
space programs. The information on the power supply is mostly from

Westinghouse who has built these supplies. The tube information is modified
from Varian estimates. A power supply using a gas filled dielectric is
currently favored over a "potted" version even though it would be heavier
(-140 pounds). Expected power supply efficiency is 75-85%.
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5.2 Thermal Control

Thermal Control is provided for 2 Klystron Tubes. Each Klystron
Tube has a maximum power dissipation of I KW (150 W radiated, -~00 W

2
dissipated), a footprint of about 27 in , and an assumed operational
temperature range of 50°C to 120°C. Tubes of this specific power density

(5W/in 3 ) and size are capable of removing internal heat dissipation by
conduction, whereas units with significantly higher power densities may
require liquid cooling. The tube itself will not be damaged with a much
broader temperature range.

For a tube operating over a 70°C range, thermal control may he
provided by a cold plate mount rejecting part of the heat directly to the
spacecraft structure. For loads of up to 1.5 KW (both tubes) it is likely
that some cooling augmentation would be required for the cold plate mount.
This may be achieved by a heat pipe thermal link from the cold plate mount
to an external panel radiator. By this approach the thermal capacitance of
the bay structure would be available to limit the instantaneous heat load,
the spacecraft exterior would provide part of the basic bay heat rejection
and the more efficient panel radiators would provide the required operating
range. Assuming that the spacecraft bay accepts only a small portion of the
thermal load, the panel radiator might be 3 feet square per tube.
Additionally, the panels might appear at opposite or removed locations on
the spacecraft structure to achiev an improved instantaneous average view
for heat rejection. In any case, it does not appear to be a difficult
problem.
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5.3 Antenna Considerations

The large antenna aperture is key to the sensitivity to detect
clouds and to obtain the desired resolutions. In addition to the high gain
requirement, there is the requirement to have extremely low sidelobes to
eliminate the ground echoes while observing low altitude clouds. Both of
these requirements lead to tight antenna tolerances (<10mils).

The proposed antennas are derived from antennas proposed by Harris
Corporation. Melbourne, Florida, for the NROSS Low Frequency Microwave
Radiometer. One of the proposed antennas for that program was a 23 foot
deployable mesh. For the baseline Allrad antenna, there were two designs
considered; a 6 meter deployable mesh, and a 4.1 meter solid reflector.
With a Titan launch vehicle, the 4.1 meter reflector can easily be stowed in
the vehicle envelope. The 6 meter deployable mesh was not rejected because
of tolerance problems, but because of the larger weight and the larger spin
subsystem to compensate for that weight.

For a low altitude orbit (-300 km) and Delta size launch vehicle,
the antenna diameter might be reduced to 3.3m.

Since the feed structure is somewhat complex (see Sec. 5.4), an
offset paraboloid was chosen to keep the sidelobes low. The close-in
sidelobe iequirement has a worst-worst case need for -(31-33) dB when the
clouds are above a background of refrozen snow. Over other areas -30 dB
sidelobes are adequate. The proposed design is for a -35 dB Taylor taper.
A drawing of the proposed configuration is shown as Fig. 5.3.1. The
feedhorn is folded toward the reflector for stowage. Overall efficiency
including taper and losses is at least 40%.

Tight tolerances will be sought to keep all sidelobes at a low
level and a surface error of less than 0.25mm is expected. The gain will be
about (0 dB. In a large aperture there is an advantage in that if the
tolerances are met, the gain of the far out sidelobes are less or equal to 0
dB or 60 dB down from the main beam on both transmit and receive. This will
prevent large specular echoes such as the nadir reflections from entering
the receiver at levels comparable to cloud echoes.

The low noise receivers will be placed at the array feed output to
minimize losses. The transmitters (2) will not be at the feed but will be
connected by very low loss circular waveguide. This is practical since the
transmit bandwidth is quite low.

The antenna subsystem as proposed should weigh under 100 kg
including the array feed, the reflector (68 kg) and the boom.

An alternate configuration assumes that the long axis of the
spacecraft is vertical (relative to nadir). The transmitter is placed near
the top of the spacecraft and the array feeds are on the top itself. The
dish is attached to a rotating boom above the top and its boresight is about
200 off nadir. While the design is more complex, the losses are lower and
the rotating weight is less.
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5.4 Antenna Feed Design

With a rotating radar on a spacecraft there are unique antenna
problems with the slant ranges observed due to both high altitudes and large
swath diameters. In the round trip time to the precipitation, the satellite
antenna moves along its track and rotates away from the point at which the
transmit antenna was pointed.

The along track calculation is relatively simple for a velocity of
7700 m/sec and a slant range of 900 km the approximate distance the
footprint moves in the round trip time is; 900 km x 6.8Msec/km x 7.7km/sec -
47 meters. Since this is small compared to the footprint size of about 1500
m, it can be neglected for sensitivity considerations.

The antenna rotation is more complex and more of a problem.
Depending primarily on the swath diameter the receive antenna is rotated an
excessive amount. The separation of transmit and receive beams is shown on
Figure 5.4.1 to be comparable to a beamwidth. For a relatively narrow swath
of 200 km, the displacement is about 0.5 beamwidth and the signal loss would
be excessive. For swaths of 400 km or greater, the angular displacement
would be greater than one beamwidth and would of course be unacceptable.
The above are for the proposed 17 RPM rotation rate. Note how little the
sensitivity is to orbit altitude.

A separate feed horn for transmit and receive is thus necessary.
However, each feed horn must be physically large to get the proper taper for
the illumination function. It is likely that they cannot be physically
placed at the proper locations. The solution to this is called an "array
feed" as illustrated on Figure 5.4.2. The numbers represent array elements
for the "A" transmitter and receiver. Depending on the swath width, the
transmit beam might be formed by radiating thtough 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11 and
receiving through 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13. Array feeds provide controlled
illumination at the price of some losses. An example X-band array feed is
shown on Figure 5.4.3.
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5.5 Receiver Noise Temperature

The receiver would be a solid state low noise amplifier with a
bandwidth that covers the radar and radiometer. The basic relationship for
receiver noise temperature, TS is;

Ta LRF'

TS LF  ; LRF (TRF) + (NF-l) 2900

where T = antenna temperature which varies depending on where the antenna
a

is pointed. It will be higher for land and cooler for snow, ice
and oceans. Assume 200' as an average.

LRF - Losses receive antenna to low noise amplifier (LNA)

TRF - Physical temperature where losses exist

NF - Noise Figure of LNA. Values of 2.0-2.5 dB for the multistage
amplifier should be available from Millitech, Hughes, and G.E.
(see Figure 5.7.1)

It is expected that the receive losses will be 1.5 to 2.0 dB.
Since T is significant for spacecraft looking at the surface, the value ofa

LR does not have a major effect on TS as the first term decreases as LR

increases and the reverse is true for the second term.

TS will vary since the receiver is also a radiometer, but 5000

should be a reasonable bound for T S in the early 1990's.

The dynamic range of the receiver must be sufficient to detect the
weakest cloud, and also not to saturate on highly intense storms or the
reflections from the earth's surface. The intense storm is somewhat
difficult to model in that the strongest signals are generally near the
earth's surface, and the radar signal has been heavily attenuated bef )re it
reaches these strong reflections. In the models used in this study, the
storms are about 58 dB above the stratus cloud model reflectivity. Expected
attenuation is about 32 dB total. Recognizing that there will be some
strong cells at higher altitudes, we should not count on anywhere near that
level of attenuation.

The maximum surface reflectivity at these angles is only from 2 or
3 radar resolution cells at the surface. Refrozen snow has the highest
reflectivity and will yield a mean signal that is about 62 dB above the
weaker stratus model. Wet or snow and land echoes are 6-8 dB lower.

The return from the stratus model is several dB below that of the
receiver noise on each pulse. (The final signal-to-noise ratio is
established by integrating at least 20 pulses.) Thus, if the least
significant bit in the A/D conversion process is 3 dB below the rms noise,
the input dynamic range is about 58 iB for intense rain (with no
attenuation) and 62 dB for surface snow.
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An electronic gain control switch could be turned on for the
surface echo, but it may introduce a transient at a critical range between
the atmosphere and the surface. If it is implemented, the timing must be
carefully controlled.

One other factor must be taken into account is that all the echoes
have a Rayleigh distribution, and to get accurate readings we need to allow
about 2 bits extra for the inherent fluctuation. Thus while a 10 bit plus
sign A/D converter would handle the basic dynamic range, it is recommended
that 12 bits plus sign be specified. Since the bandwidth is low, these are
currently available from the radar manufacturers at modest cost. They are
used in many ground based surveillance radars.
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Noise Figure/Gain
Frequency (dB)
(GHz) Single Stage Multistage

1.0 1.7/7.5 2.5/30*
30.0 .0/6.5 3.2/23o

10- 44.0 3.7/5.5 5.1/14,

60.0 7/3 9/12

*Includes transitions and isolators

Projected Amplifier /
Performance Single Stage

Multistage

4-~ ~ 00, 9

I I I

10 20 30 40 60 s0

FREOJENCY GHz

FIGURE 5.6.1 LNA STATE OF THE ART

Hughes FET LNA performance is plotted at 21, 30, 44, and 60 GHz. The solid
curves represent the best actual achieved performance, and the broken curves
represent expected improvements within the next few years. (Hughes Aircraft 1986)

+ Predictions from General Electric Co. (1988)
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5.6 DATA RATE ASSUMPTIONS AND ANALYSIS

The attached data rate table assumes on-board processing of ALLRAD
data sets consisting of event thresholding and data compacting as follows:

1. Precipitation occurrence 3%, collected at 36 levels at
full 2 km resolution

2. Cirrus cloud occurence 10%, collected at 36 levels at 6 km
(averaged on board) resolution

3. Stratus cloud occurrence 40%, collected at 36 levels at 25
km resolution

Channels include:

1. 2 Meterological Radar Channels at 36 Levels - 72.0
2. 2 Scatterometer Channels (2 cells) - 4.0
3. 3 Radiometer Channels at 37 GHz - 3.0
4. 2 Radiometer Channels at 19 GHz

With 2 Polarizations - 4
83.0 Channels

Twelve bit words will be used for each radar and radiometer cell. A
constant scan rate of 16.5 rpm results in modest peak and average data
rates. The 7 KHz pulse repetition frequency used for the scanning altimeter
solution (Section 3.2) and the scan rate of nearly 17 rpm results in
approximately 20 pulses averaged per radar cell. The 2 meterological radar
channels result in a data rate of 8.4 Kbps for each radar cell or a peak
data rate, assumming the occurrence of precipitation, of 303 Kbps. The
continuous scatterometer and radiometer channels add 16 Kbps each for a
combined total of 335 Kbps. This represents the highest data rate that the
system would experience over the duration of precipitating clouds. If the
frequency of occurrence estimates given at the beginning of this section are
used with an on-board processing system that detects the reflectance levels
and then samples the data in accordance with cloud type, the orbital average
data rate for the meterological channels becomes 27 Kbps. Adding the
surface scatterometer and radiometer channels produces a combined average

rate of 59 Kbps. This rate would produce a daily data volume of 5.1 x 109

bits.

The on-board storage technologies being considered for DMSP BLOCK
VI are more than adequate to cover this rate and volume as shown in Table
5.8.1. The DMSP preference for a 1993 time period mission is the static RAM
option which represents a weight and power advantage over the magnetic tape
and bubble memory options.
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TABLE 5.6.1

DMSP BLK VI
MASS MEMORY SURVEY (1988)

BASELINE DIGITAL TAPE STATIC RAM BUBBLE MEM

S3 3

INPUT - 1.04 MBPS 2502 IN.3  820 IN. 2016 IN.

OUTPUT - 12.2 MBPS 77,6 LB 49 LB 80 LB

STORE - 6.2 X 109 65 W 17.5 W 50/475 W
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5.7 BASELINE RADIOMETER

The radiometer subsystem will be comprised of 2 systems at 37 GHz
with footprints overlapping the 2 radar footprints. It is not obvious that

both polarizations are required and at this time it is assumed that it will
utilize the same feed structure as the radar. It will be of the Dicke type,
and the radiometer LNA will be switched to a dummy load preferably when the
radar is transmitting or receiving the strong surface echoes. Absolute
calibration will be achieved by occasionally switching to a feed looking at
cold space. Additional isolation between the radar and the radiometer will
be realized by frequency selective filters.

An additional pair of dual polarized radiometers will be at 19.4
GHz illuminating approximately the same volumes as the radars with the
exception that the beam diameters will be somewhat larger (as will the
integration times).

Suggested parameters are listed below. Other feeds at 22.2 and

85.6 GHz to yield SSM/I performance could be implemented, but were not
considered in this study.

Frequencies Ku (19.4) and Ka (37) CHz
Bandwidths Greater than I CHz
Type Unbalanced Dicke
Noise Figure (DSB) 1.5 dB at 19.4, 2.0 dB at 37 GHz
Delta T* = 0.60 K at 19.4 GHz

= 0.9° K at 37 GHz
Integration Time 3.4 msec at 19.4 rain

(800 km Orbit) 2.0 msec at 37 GHz
Accuracy + 1.50 K

*Delta T will be somewhat dependent on whether there is rain and
whether the background is land or oceans.
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5.8 POWER AND WEIGHT ESTIMATES

The weight and power estimates of the baseline Allrad are listed
below. Two transmitters are utilized for reliability and increased data
rate.

Avg. Power
Component (Watts) Mass (Ka)

Antenna Subsystem
- Array Feed, Reflector, Boom 40 95

RF Subsystem
* Radar Transmitters (2) 1800 120
- Radar Receivers (2) 40 15
- Radiometer Receivers 50 15

Spin Subsystem 50 85
- Spin Control Electronics Assy.
- Spin Motor Assembly
- Momentum Wheel Assy.
- Boom Hinge Motor Assy.
- Release Mechnanism
- Balance Assembly

Electrical Subsystem 140 40
- Power Converter Assy.
- Power Distribution Assy.
- Spacecraft Interface Assy,
- Data Processor Assembly

Harness Assembly 16

Mechanical Subsystem 50
- Structure
- Payload Assembly Plate

Thermal Protection 14

TOTAL SENSOR 2120 450

For the toal spacecraft, the following are estimates excluding fuel for
orbit maintenance:

Power (28 m ) 280

Thermal 62

TT & C 5

Structure 83

TOTAL 673 430

OVERALL TOTAL 2793 880
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6.0 SYSTEM TRADEOFFS AND PLAN OF ACTION

6.1 ORBIT SELECTION

Selection of an orbit for ALLRAD depends on a complex set of
trade-offs between radar performance and mission data collection which can
be expressed as coverage as a function of time and geographic location. For
example, lower altitude orbits can reduce the cost of the radar and mission
requiring less expensive launch vehicles, etc. At the same time, the lower
altitude orbits may result in decreased coverage rates due to narrower
swathwidths and require more orbital maintenance expendables (propulsion) to
compensate for increased drag.

A microwave sensor derives no benefit from the 98.70 inclined sun-
synchronous orbits currently used for meteorological weather satellites such
as DMSP. As the SEASAT satellite demonstrated, a more inclined orbit has
the virtue of better repeat characteristics as a function of latitude and
also collects synoptic cloud maps over varying diurnal cycles. This
improves the understanding of global climatological patterns. The figures
that follow illustrate a range of orbital altitudes, swathwidths and the
coverage update rates associated with various global coverage and revisit
strategies.

In Figure 6.1.1, the revisit interval vs latitude is shown for 400
km and 800 km swaths associated with a 800 km altitude, 98.7 degree sun
synchronous orbit. This orbit is similar to the current 833 km DMSP orbit.
Figure 6.1.2 plots revisit interval vs latitude for 300 km and 600 km swaths
associated with a 550 km altitude, sun synchronous orbit. Figure 6.1.3
illustrates the revisit interval vs latitude for 200 km and 400 km swaths
associated with a 300 km altitude, sun synchronous orbit.

In all cases, significant time (days) elapse before any of these
orbits provide complete coverage in mid-latitude regions of interest. A
possible solution is to change orbital inclination to match a region of
particular interest. The final two figures demonstrate this possibility.

Figure 6.1.4 shows the revisit interval vs orbit inclination and
demonstrates the improvement in revisit timing associated with inclining a
800 km altitude, 800 km swath orbit nearer a latitude of interest, in this
case 45 degrees. For example a 50 degree inclined orbit improves revisit by
nearly a factor of 3, achieving a respectable twice a day revisit. Figure
6.1.5 plots revisit interval vs inclination for a 300 km altitude, 400 km
swath orbit.

An experimental "proof-of-concept" ALLRAD mission designed for a
400 km swathwidth using a 300 km altitude circular orbit inclined near 66°

would provide improved coverage rates over much of the globe. Such a system
would cover to 700 north and south latitude. The major benefit of the lower
orbit is one of total system or mission cost. Soviet experimental
satellites, such as the recent Cosmos 1870 space-based radar system, take
advantage of the lower altitude orbit (approximately 300 km) on radar
performance, design and cost while accepting some compromise in mission
duration (probably I year or less) due to drag effects. An orbit near 800
km could be used, following the proof-of-concept mission, to provide
improved revisit times/coverage rates and extended mission lifetimes (3 to 5
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years with the limitation due more to radar longevity than orbital
maintenance).

An estimate of the fuel required to maintain an orbit was derived
- using a computer model and assuming a spacecraft and payload mass of 1000kg,

a drag coefficient of 2.5, an area of 24 m2 and a specific impulse of 220
sec. The results show that it would take about 39kg of fuel per month for a

* 300km orbit, but only 0.6kg for a 550km orbit and 0.3kg for an 800km orbit.
- For a long life mission, a 300km orbit would not be practical. It is

believed that any orbit above 420km would be practical.
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6.2 Long Lead Items

If a launch is desired in 4-5 years, some efforts should be
initiated early in the process. The main item is the transmitter and then
the transmitter power supply. While the proposed klystron should be rugged
enough, it will need to be space qualified. For an "operational" system, a
lifetime of 3-5 years is desired as compared to current cathode lifetime of
1 year. While Varian has a 100,000 hour cathode life program, it would need
to be subsidized for timely tube delivery. The current tube would be
adequate for breadboard tests. Development of a long life tube is about a 2
1/2 year process followed by the space qualification process.

The transmitter power supply and modulator has a shorter
development cycle with a space version potentially available in 1 1/2 to 2
years from manufacturers who build space radars. Since the tube will fit
into the transmitter module and the total module should be space qualified
together, it seems imperative to develop them together. The lowest risk
approach is to contract for the total transmitter and let that contractor
subcontract for the tube and space qualification.

The next long lead item is the antenna and especially the array
feed. The remainder of the components are quite straightforward.
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

It is believed that the Radar Sounder System will provide a
significant advance in Global Meteorological Capability to detect and locate
cloud tops and bottoms and the freezing level along with being able to
determine cloud cover, cloud type and an estimate of rainfall rate. In
addition, there will be a capability to determine surface winds over the
ocean, mapping of ice and other geophysical phenomena.

The configuration and orbit will be somewhat dependent on the
primary mission. Sensitivity to detect weak stratus clouds will be best
achieved with a low orbit (300 km) and a 200-400 km swath. Updating of
Global Meteorological Models calls for larger swaths with some sacrifice in
sensitivity. Sensitivity can be traded off with horizontal resolution. For
tactical applications, orbit inclination and number of satellites must be
considered.

While the lower orbit is compatible with a shuttle launch, An 800
km orbit is compatible with the NASA EOS Program or DMSP Block 6. For
deployment on small satellites the antenna diameter must be reduced to 3.5
meters. For shorter revisit times an inclined orbit is recommended.

For primarily oceanographic applications a greater NADIR angle
will best replicate the SCATTEROMETER function.

The recommended waveform will allow measurement of wind velocity
when there are clouds or precipitation. With nadir angles of 15° - 30° , the
fall rate of the drops in rain must be estimated. Since there is a forward
and backward look at each area, this should not be difficult. Accuracy will
depend upon the nadir angle and the complexity of the array feed. The
signal processing would not be complicated. A short (6 month) study is
recommended as this capability would greatly enhance the systems utility for
updating global meteorological models.

Assuming that there is interest in initiating development, the
next step is to define and implement a brassboard system that can be placed
on an aircraft or mountaintop. It would use current technology including a
1.5-2.0 foot dish and a current transmitter. The definition and
implementation could be completed in about 2 years and would include at
least one pair of radiometer channels.
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AIRCRAFT EXPERIMENT

A high altitude aircraft experiment with a brassboard model of the
radar/radiometer would be useful to validate the algorithms linking the
radar, radiometer and scatterometer, and to obtain data for input to
meteorological models. It should fly above the clouds if possible, have
resolution comparable to the satellite version and be flown near
meteorological facilities.

There appears to be a reasonable way of accomplishing this with a
Lockheed TR-l (U-2). Lockheed has run millimeter wave radiometer
experiments with these aircraft and can cut-out a portion of the bottom of
the A/c to allow downward viewing without a radome that might disturb the
antenna sidelobes. A previous installation is shown on Fig 7.1. Flight
would be at about 68,000 ft altitude. The ALLRAD would be mounted on a
removable section. Flying costs would be about $2000/hr. About a 700 pound
package is allowed. The planes are usually flown out of Ames AFB,
California. An alternate aircraft would be the Westinghouse BAC III flown
out of BWI near Baltimore. However, it does not have the altitude
capability of the U2.

A sample set of scaled parameters is shown on Table 7.1. It is
expected that a version for the National Aerospace Plane would have similar
parameters.
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TABLE 7.1 AIRCRAFT BRASSBOARD MODEL

Altitude - 20 km (66 kft) TR-1

Velocity - 200 m/sec (388 knots)

D - 50 km swathS

R - 43 km

s

Nadir Angle 51"

D antenna - 61 cm (72A)

e - .018 rad (1.00)

Res .8 km (azimuth)

T - 350 Asec

PRF -4 KHz

Circumference - 157 km (200 cells)

T cell - 5000/200 - 25 msec

N - 4 x 25 -100

r - 3.75 psec

T - bUU"s

B N- 300 KHz

P t -. 1 to 2 kw peak

DF - 1.5%

P - 15 to 30 wavg

L - 4.5 db
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